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THE ABSURDITIES OF THE, RHODESIAN SITUATION have been compleely hdden
by the mountain of newsmaking involved in Messrs. Smith and Wilson's
unsuccessful attempts to do a deal over Rhodesian independence. in London.
Press, radio and television have all played it to the hilt, this high drama of the
colonial rulers suing for independence from the Mother country.
What was it 'really all about? Was' S!I1ith'smission, and all his',apparent
brinkmanship about a negotiated independence, to keep his electoral support
at home - simply the .carrying out of 'electoral promises based on pride and
chauvinism? Was it to fo~stal1 tr9uble ,:with Britain when: ~odesian apartheid
measures are brought closer in line "with the Republic's, by knocking out the
British lion's remaining few imperial teeth in .adv4.nce?
There must have been, some, reason for what was, as everyone know~, a
totally needle~s operation, in' terms 'of: White Rhodesia's ability to do· what it
wants politicaJly. It
surprising that iio one' noticed that the fuss about
Rhodesia's appointment of her own representative 'in- })ortugal was part of the
same ·game. "Por reasons best known'to .the' Rhodesian government;: a break
with Britain had to be engineered. This Smith pulled off with great success,
even managing' te, . appea~ t)le. injured party to 'many "in the, West..
The greatest ~absurdity of all lay' in' the nature of' the two negotiating
parties: .Smith the anti-African' Settler, WJlson' the prime minister- of a
country that: forty years ago virtually s~lid good-bye to control over R;hodesia.
'Where, . history will a'sk, astonished at the' setting, scenario and dramatis
personae <;>f the play, we,re. the representatives of the people of the country?
Where, 'since ,these latter were either held prisoner by Smith or by their own
quarrels; were the representatives of their African brother states? More mterest
. and ,concern a,ppeared to have been shown by Canada, and the United States
than by Africa.. The Ghanaian High Commissioner .called at 10 Downing
Street, Sir Albert Margai wrote a letter and President Nyerere repeated his
threat of leaving the Commonwealth. But the Organisation for African Unity
was scarcely in the picture.

was'

THERE WAS INDEED A GOOD REASON for the absence of any African intervention at this crucial stage in the history of Zimbabwe. The· bumpy road to
African uni'ty, from Accra-1958 to Addis Ababa-1963 had not yet led up from
the trough that was the OAU's failure over the Congo crisis in 1964, sufficiently
for ~imbabwe's brother nations to act in concert 'when this new development in
the Southern African problem needed them.
Doubtless joint action was discussed and rejected, perhaps because its
emptiness could have fatally weakened Africa's prestige. Africa's enemies are
settled all too firmly in the southern' end of the continent - South West
Africa, Bechuanaland, Basutoland, Swaziland, and the Republic of South
Africa are virtually all under white South African domination, though the High
Commission Territories have a nominal political independence; Mozambique
and Angola are under Portugal, and Zimbabwe is in the hands of Rhodes' heirs,
who took it by rape and whos'e contempt for its African .people almost
outdoes that of their white South African neighbours. Just as the OAU was
unable to play an effective role in the Congo, so does it appear merely a paper
organisation when faced with the combined power of Verwoerd, Salazar and
Smith-a power that exists in trained fighting men, modem weapons, aircraft,
and ships. What is there today to answer the old imperial certainty that" We
have the Maxim gun and they have not"? If to its present moral and political
armoury the OAD can add a joint military command, Southern Africa will
have united against it a force that will enable it to deal with Southern Africa
as a whole, in a way that its enemies are already doing. It ~ill also take the
humiliating absurdity out of the present situation in which the fate of African
territory and 5 million of its people is decided by a reluctant former colonial
power and a group of anti-African white settlers with Aftica itself scarcely
appearing even as an interested party. Only with a united force' can the unity
of Southern Africans white supremacists be met. Only by 'seeing Southern
Africa as a single problem can its solution be found by those who wish to save
its people from bondage both of mind and of body.
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The end approaches

The South
West Africa
case at
The Hague
,

'B:ACKG'ROU'ND . "

JARIRETUNDU
KOZONGUIZr

- a summary and
an analysis

.

. :' By ·.resolutio~1060.(XI)·.of,26.2. 1957
the General.Assembly,.ofthe United Nations
requested the Com.mittee on South' West
Africa to study the following question: .' ..
. ." What legal action. :is open to the organs of
the U.N. or. the fonner. members .of ,the
'League of Nations, aCtlng either 'individua'ily
or jointly, to ensure'that the' Union of· South
, Africa fulfils the' obligations assumed: by it
. under ,the .mandate, pepding ,the placing of
the Territory of S.W.A~,~nd~r
International Trusteeship Sy~tem?"

,the

<

"

At that stage' it was' cle'ar that ·the UN
members' had' become .Completely frustrated
by the defiance' of their resolutions by the
S.A. government. It was felt that some
for I11 of action involving the International
Court of Justice might induce the United
King40~ to take a more powerful position
against S~A. Btitain was regarded as the
key power - by virtue of"her involvement
with' S'~A. ~ that could effectively act
against 'the ,S.A. :governmeni. The Committee, on' S.W.A. subrilitted'a
special report" on this'. question and. on
~heir findings they were requested to consi~ef further the ',question of securing from
the Intemational' <;:ourt' advisory .opinions
a's regards the: administration of S.W.A.
The Gommittee' then' repo'rted that cases
that could' be legally' sumbitted'
the ICJ
for decision could be divided into. v~rious
c~ltegories:
1. Acts relating to the international status
of the Territory, for ~x~mple: (a) the:: representation of the Territory in theS.A~
parliament; (b), the degree. arid natur~ of
integration of the Territory with S~·A. including the integration of s'ervices; (c)' t~e
administrative separation of the Eastern
Ca:privi Zipfel from the test of the Territory and its .administration.' as an' integral
pari: of ,S~A.;" (d) the vestirig of the S.W.A.
Nativ'e Reserves Land in the S.A. Native
Trust.
2. Acts 'relating to the moral and material
well-being and social progress of the inhabitants' of the Territory, for e~ample:
(a) application of the practice' of apartheid;
(b) application
racially' discriminatory
legiSlation iil tl1e political, economic, social
and educati()nal fields; Cc) application ()£
restrictions 'onfr~e~oin 'of movement and

to

or
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alienation '·of-:land,; :(e) legislation" providing
for' the expulsion,· from ,the' ,Territory of
persons 'under the protection of the,' Mandate System.
The Committee· further ·drew attention
to the consideration .of .the extent of the
authority of the D.N. General Assembly,
especially its supervisory ~uthQrity in respect
of S~W.A., .and "whether legal. procedure
could be embarked: on conctirrently with
other. and different. courses' of action by
the 'U.N'.' towards the solution of the problem.
'
'UNITE'D N'ATI.ONS POSIT-IO·N

By resolution 1140 (XII) the General
Assembly' defined -in categorical terms its
position .in respect of the ·administration
of S.W.A. and the' trend of administration
represented a situation ,contrary to the Mandate System, the charter of the v.N.;' the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
the advisory opinions of the· I.-C.}., and
the resolution of the ·D'.N: General Assembly.
THE AFRICAN STATES

Against this background the African .independent :and·semi-independent states met
in Addis Ababa' in June 1960 Where Mr.
Ernest Gross, legal adviser to the Liberian
government, addressed them on ~ the legal
position of.- S.W.A.and the possible action
that could be taken in the I.C.-}.
Questions, were raised as to the timing
of the filing of the proceedings against S.A.
in the International Court and the effect of
the proceedings on other possible courses
of action.
It was then decided that a study be made
of these questions and a' committee of four
states, Liberia, Ethiopia, Ghana and the
United' Arab Republic, was appointed. The
understanding :was that the decision to go
to court would depend on the report of
this committee. On November 4, 1960,
Liberia and, Ethiopia, .thro'ugh their permanent, B.N. representatives, announced
that they had filed the case with the I.C.J.
.

TH:E . CHARGE·S.,

.',:"

,

Ethiopia' and', Liberia 'submitted the
charges on the basis of .Article 70fthe
mandate for S.W.A. and .Article 37· of the
status of the I.C.}. under which the. court
had jurisdiction on, disputes arising·, from

the ,administration of mandated territories.
They argued' that S.A. had violated and
continued. to violate Article 2 of the mandate and Article ,,22 of ,:the, covenant ,;of
the League of Nations. '
. "
In their view· S.A. .had failed, cc to pro~
mote to"the utmost the material and moral
well~being and social progress of the -in.:..
habitants of S.W.A." by:
(a)' , distinguishing, in .law '. and· practice,
as to race, colour, and -national: origin in
establishing .the ,rights, and duties· of the
peoples of S . W.A.,. i.e~by the application
of apartheid.
,
'
.
.
(b) by adopting and applying legislation, regulations, proclamations' and administrative, decrees,. 'which were arbitrary;' un"';
reasonable; unjust and derimental to
human dignity and which had· suppressed
the rights and liberties of the inhabitants
of the territory.
The. S.A. government was further :charged
with· violating Article 2 ,of the' mandate ,and
Article ,22 :of' the:,covenant by·· exercising
powers 'ofadministration and .legislation inconsistent with the international. status of
,
..
the territory~ For example:
(a) ,by. the adoption ·of the S.W.A<
Affairs Amendment Act 1949,which .. provided for the representation of S.W.A. in
the' S.A! parliament.
Cb) by transferring the'.. administration
of African affairs· to the Minister· .of ·Bantu
Administration. ahd ,Development 'of, S.A:
and vesting all S.W.A. Native Reserve land
in the S.A. Native Trust.
(c) by administering the Eastern ·Caprivi Zipfel under Union Proclamat~on: No.
147 of 1939 as an integral part of S.A.
(d) by refusing to 'transmit to, the
General Assembly of the D.N. ,petitions
from the inhabitants of S.W.A. and pre..
venting residents of S.W.A. from,.appearing
before U.N. bodies at the invitation of these
bodies.
Finally, Ethiopia and, Liberia said that
they· had submitted the case for the compulsory jurisdiction, of the court because
the iss\1es involved had not been and could
not· be settled' by negotiatipn, as exemplified •by .the failure of all attempts at negotiation, e.g. through the three V.N.
bodies: the ad hoc Committee on S.W.A.,
the V.N. Committee on S.W.A., and the
Good Offices Commission:
The court was asked to rule accordingly.
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SOU T H

A F R I CAN P R ELl M I NA R Y
OBJECTIONS

On November 30, 1961, S.A. filed counter-submissions stating that the applicants,
Ethiopia and Liberia, had no locus standi
in the proceedings because:
(a) by reason of the dissolution of the
League of Nations the mandate for S.W.A.
was no longer a "treaty or convention in
force" within the meaning of Article 3·7
of the court statute.
(b) neither of the applicants was any
longer "another member of the League of
Nations" as required by Article 7 of the
mandate for S.W.A.
(c) no dispute in the sense contemplated
by Article 7 of the mandate was involved
in the matters presented for adjudication
by the court.
(d) no dispute existed which could not
U be
settled by negotiation" within the
meaning of Article 7 of the mandate.
On December 21, 1962 the court rejected the preliminary objections by 8
votes to 7. With regard to the first objection (a) the court stated that the obligations of the S.A. government to submit to
international supervision were clear and that
though the League of Nations and the
Permanent Court of Justice had both ceased
to exist the obligation of S.A. to submit to
the compulsory jurisdiction of that court
was effectively transferred to the I.C.].
before the dissolution of the League of
Nations.
As regards the second objection (b) the
court held that the interpretation according
to the ordinary meaning of the words employed was not an absolute rule and that
it could not apply where it resulted in
meanings incompatible with the spirit, purpose and context of the provisions to be
interpreted.
On the third objection (c) the court
ruled that the mandate had referred to
"any dispute whatever" arising between
S.A. and another member of the League.
And on the last objection (d) the court
said that it was evident that a deadlock
on the issues of the dispute was reached
and had remained since and that no modifications of the respective contentions had
taken place since the discussions and
negotiations in the U.N.
The line-up of the judges was as follows.

Those for the majority opinion: Judges
Alfaro (Panama), Badawi (U.A.R.), Morena Quitana (Argentine), Koretsky (Soviet
Union), Bustamente y Rivero (Peru),
Jessup (U.S.A.), Sir Louis Mbanefo
(Nigeria) ad h-oc, Wellington Koo (Nationalist China).
Those dissenting: Judges Winiarski (then
president of the court, Poland), Basdevant
(France), Sir Percy Spender (Australia),
Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice (U.K.), Morelli
(Italy) Spiropoulos (Greece), Van Wyk
(South Africa).
Dissenting opinions were given separately
by Fitzmaurice and Spender jointly; Winiarski; Van Wyk.
Fitzmaurice and Spender upheld all four
S.A. preliminary objections saying that
the mandate was not a treaty or convention
in force and that the end however good in
itself did not justify the means where the
legal means were of such character as to
be inadmissible.
Winiarski held that the legal rights of
Ethiopia and Liberia were not involved in
the dispute before the Court and the
Court was therefore not competent to deal
with the case.
Van Wyk said that there was no substitute rule of law which provided that
where an international organisation came to
an end and another one performing similar
functions came into being, the powers and
functions of the old organisations should
pass automatically to the new one.
SOUTH AFRICAN REPL-Y TO THE
CHARGES

S.A. then submitted a counter memorial
on January 10, 1964 to answer the charges
made by Ethiopia and Liberia.
These are the issues that have been
orally argued before the Coun since March
15, 1965.
In the course of the present oral hearings
Ethiopia and Liberia amended their original
submissions by adding the following:
(a) that S.A., by virtue of economic,
political, social and educational policies
applied within the territories . . . has in
the light of applicable international
standards or international legal norm, or
both, failed to promote to the utmost the
material and moral well-being and social
progress of the inhabitants of the territory.

(b) that S.A. has established military
bases within the territory in violation of its
obligations under Article 4 of the mandate
and Article 22 of the covenant of the
League.
At the time of writing, S.A. is still replying to the charges, Ethiopia and Liberia
having, subject to some reservations, completed their arguments and rested their case.
In her initial argument S.A. had said
that these amendments had constituted a
new dispute which made it unnecessary for
them to call all their witnesses. Argument
and the evidence of witnesses continues.
POSSIBLE EFFECTS
JUDGMENT

OF

THE

'The next important stage will be the
ruling of the court.
There are three possible ways in which
the court could adjudge: in favour of S.A.;
ambiguously in effect; against S.A. and in
favour of Ethiopia and Liberia.
If the court finds in favour of S.A. then
it will be left to the General Assembly of
the U.N. to decide whether they will
accept the ruling as binding in relation to
whatever action they may want to take
on the basis of their own political conclusion and judgements, and to the people
of S.W.A., who are not party to the proceedings, whether they will accept the
judgment of the court.
The position of the people of S.W.A.
is as follows:
While they feel that the judgment of the
court may clarify some issues as regards
the international status of S.W.A. they
hold that their birthright to self-determination and the territory's right to independence are inalienable rights which cannot be determined by a court of law, especially in a dispute to which they had
not been parties. They maintain that as
they were not consulted on (let alone
participated in) the discussions leading to
the conversion of their country into a mandated territory, the mandate holds good
only as a basis for a dispute between mem~
hers of the League of Nations (or the
U.N.) and S.A. They submit that, mandate
or no mandate, their wishes should be the
overriding factor in the ,determination of
the future of S.W.A.
Secondly, if the judgment is ambiguous,
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then it will be subject to interpretation
either by the court or by the D.N.
~~nally, in the event of. ~e court ruling
agaInst S.A., the legal pOSItIOn is that S.A.
should be bound by the judgment and
should abide by whatever the court decides.
As S.A. has refused to indicate whether
they will accept the judgment of the Court
it can be assumed with a fair amount of
certainty that they will not accept an adverse judgment. In that case Article 94
(2) of the D.N. Charter provides that if
any party to a case fails to perform the
obligations incumbent upon it under a
judgment of the court the other party may
have recourse to the Security Council which
may decide upon measures to be taken to
give effect to the judgment.
The question is whether the D.N., judging by previous experience and its present
condition and composition, will decide on
and impose such measures as will give
effect to the judgment of the Court.
.
Articles 40, 41 and 42 of the Charter
provide for possible economic, diplomatic
and military sanctions that may be imposed by the D.N. Security Council with
binding effect.
But the Security Council may be called
upon to act on the judgment of the Court
only if S.A. fails to comply with it. This,
however, does not preclude it or the General
Assembly from acting on political grounds.
On the matter of D.N. judgment the possibility of S.A.'s deciding to comply with it
cannot be ruled out, however. What is important is the manner in which S.A. may
accept the judgment and the form her
compliance will take.
(1) S.A. may announce that she is prepared to accept the judgment and indicate
her preparedness to administer S.W.A. according to the letter of the mandate. As it
appears that there is nothing in the mandate
or convention of the statute of the I.C.].
empowering the latter to appoint an alternative administration, the issue will now
be between her and the D.N. The U.N. may
press that S.A. relinquish the administration
of the territory to an administration appointed by them.
(2) A few problems arise in this connection. The Afro-Asian Group supported
by the Socialist countries will call for the
termination of the mandate, and the insti-

In the twirling mountains overhung with mist
Foretell Nodongo the proud name of the subsequent hours
Since, when you beat the loud music of your wings,
The secret night creeps underneath the measured time.
When you behold the fixed bulk of the sun
Jubilant in its uncertain festivals
Know that the symbol on which you stand shall vanish
Now that the dawning crwaits us with her illusions.
Assemble the little hum of your pealing boast
For the sake of the reward meted to Somndeni
Who sat abundantly pride-flowing
Till the passer-by vultures of heaven overtook him.
We who stood by you poverty-stricken
Shall abandon you to the insanity of licence
And follow the winding path
Where the wisdom granaries hold increase.
Then shall your nakedness show
T easing you before the unashamed sun.
Itching you shall unfurl the night
But we the sons of Time shall be our parent's race.
MAZISI KUNENE

Dissent invades the mass'd
Forest ranks. On the heights, above,
Bluegums, pines and firs hold
To the green. Below, the flanks
Fall away. Poplars and oaks,
Turncoat, flare red, yellow, gold
And desperate brown, while stripp'd
Boughs and khaki footpaths
Reproach goldbraid pride.
RON AYLING
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tution of a V.N. administration. The Western powers, led by the V.S.A. and the
V.K., without directly opposing a V.N.
administration, will definitely campaign for
the continuance of the mandate (perhaps
under S.A.) under the supervision of the
V.N. These powers will argue that S.W.A.
cannot stand on its own if only "for the
time being"; that the V.N. has not the
necessary resources, particularly financial to
set up effective technical and administrative
machinery in S.W.A. They will point to
the present V.N. financial position and the
problems of V.N. administration in the
Congo and elsewhere. Paramount in their
minds, however, will be the thought of a
V.N. administration that might bring the
Socialist countries as member-states of· the
V.N. into S.W.A. It is particularly this
fear that may induce them to support the
candidature of S.A. to continue as the
mandatory power of administering authority, should S.A. decide to offer trusteeship
status to S.W.A.
It is on the basis of these assumptions
that the possibility of talks going· on at
the moment, at top and secret level between the V.K., V.S.A. and S.A. cannot
be ruled out.
The late Ambassador Stevenson' of the
V.S.A. was quoted as saying that the decision of the court, whatever it will be,
shall be enforced. And there is no doubt
that Roving Ambassador Harriman did raise
the question of S.W.A. with the British
Government during his visits to London
"to discuss African affairs," first during
the Conservative administration and then
with the Labour government. What was
discussed can only be speculated upon, but
it is fairly certain that the V.K. and V.S.A.
governments are concerned about the prestige of the I.C.I. (not so much about the
sufferings of the people of SWA) if the
court should rule against S.A. and its

judgment be defied.
On the other hand, the S.A. government
is also concerned about its own position in
the event of an adverse judgment being
handed'" down. So far they have not stated
whether they will accept the judgment of
the court or not. This position, though
strategically sound on their part, has not
helped to allay the anxieties of the settler
population in S.W.A.
What has not been so clear to the whites
in S.W.A. is why S.A. should spend so
much money on the case if they are not
prepared to accept the judgment of the
court - unless, that is, they are certain
of a favourable outcome. Though it is generally assumed that the VN may not be
able to put together a force strong enough
to overpower the S.A. forces in the event
of direct .confrontation, the possibility of
intervention on the part of the VK and
V.S.A . . is still feared. Then there is the
brunt of the intervention which the civilian
whites in S.W.A. may have to bear alone.
If S.A. should take this into account she
may decide not to defy the. judgment of
the court in a manner that could provoke
the intervention of the V.S.A. and U.K.
Since, moreover, the main objective of S.A.
in S.W.A. is to maintain its presence there,
they may look for ways and means that
might ensure their remaining in S.W.A.
without a shot being fired. This, then, is
the basis for fears that a compromise might
be in the offing between the V.K. and
U.S.A. on the one hand and S.A. on the
other.
WHAT CAN BE DONE?

It is clear that, for the purpose of the
judgment the more important states are the
Western powers, and particularly the U.K.
and V.S.A. This is not necessarily because
they are more concerned with the preservation of the prestige of the court, but be-
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cause S.A.'s political power and ultimately
her constitutional position in S.W.A. rest
in the main on their economic support.
Here in the economic factor,· as distinct
from the moral commitment to the rule
of law lies the dilemma of the West. ·Without being naive, it can safely be stated
that as long as the commercial interests of
the West in S.A. and S.W.A. are effectively
safeguarded by a trusted Western and .Whi~e
government, they will consider it their duty
to "White civilisation" to help along this
black sheep of the family.
..
As long as the world balance of power
in terms of real physical power and not
just in terms of votes, favours the West,
those countries in which their own White
and Western interest" must" be preserved
will remain at the mercy of the Western
at least as far as action' at
powers international level is called for. "African
unity" which ·once posed a threat to Western monopolistic tendencies and practices in
Africa is on the way out. Perhaps its .going
will pave the way for real and principled
unity on a progressive and revolutionary
basis.
In the circumstances it is difficult to· expect any effective international action
against the Government of S.A. without
the participation of the Western powers.
Some people have said that the V.S.A ..
and perhaps the V.K. as well may feel
they will have the opportunity of "repairing" the damage to their reputation,
suffered in places like Vietnam, Malaysia
and the Congo~ It is said that these powers
will feel that taking action against the
Whites in S.W.A. will help remove the
racialist label at present round their necks.
While the view of progressive Africans and
South Africans in particular is that action
in S.W.A. does not exonerate Western
action in other places, it remains to be
seen whether feelings about the shattered
image can overcome the strong kith and
kin motivation.
In spite of all this it is the belief of
the people of S.W.A. that with the honest
solidarity of the many individuals and
groups of some governments in the West,
together with real support from the antiimperialist camp, it is possible to find a way
out which will ensure the realisation of
the supremacy of the interests of the
people of S.W.A.

e
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REGINALD HERBOLD GREEN
Notes on the Cameroun Federal Republic

TH E
HEIRS OF
LE CLERC

in Douala, economic hub and largest
city of the Cameroun Federal Republic are Boulevard Le Clerc
and Avenue 27 Aout 1940. A monument emblazoned with the
Cross of Lorraine overlooking Parliament in Yaounde declares
" On August 27, 1940 Marshal Le Clerc commanding the French
forces in the Cameroun declared for Free France."
.
The Cameroun Republic has continued to declare for France
and for General de Gaulle: in its political structure, in its
association with the Common Market, in the French technical,
economic, educational, and political omnipresence. However,
within that general framework Yaounde has forged an identifiable
style of its own. It has come to pursue a set of regional foreign
policy goals distinctly different in emphasis from those of the
closest French allies and clients in the Conseil d'Entente (Ivory
Coast-Upper Volta-Dahomey-Niger).
Cameroun independence in 1960 under Ahmadou Ahidjo's
Union Camerounaise government represented a triumph for France
both over the much more radical internal forces represented by
the Union des Populations du Cameroun and over its radical
African and Socialist supporters in the United Nations. The latter
argued that France had grossly misused her mandatory powers,
both in formulating the 1946 Trust Agreement and after, to
suppress the genuine (U.P.C.) nationalists and foist a safe, client
government on the people. The reality is more complex - the
Ucam was originally a party of modernising but conservative
Northern" young men" which gained allies among and presently
absorbed similar Southern parties. It came to power on the
collapse of a still more conservative and pro-French coalition
based on the Southern bourgoisie and semi-feudal traditional
leaders. While never approaching the revolutionary fervour of the
West African R.D.A's pre-1950 years, Ucam had a broader
popular base than many present French promoted or aided ruling
parties (including most of the "reformed" R.D.A. ones) and is
certainly more concerned with modernisation and economic development than most. The Ucam was and is an African Gaullist party
in its style of action and its basic support. It has made use of
naked force, which Gaullism has consistently seen as a legitimate
instrument when other means fail. Its ability to carry through
the total absorption of its allies and to create a one-party state
is again a logical implication of Gaullist political principles. It
is based on the lesser organisation and ability to resist of its
opposition. It is also a fact that a level of repression which
European reaction could, and would, prevent in France can be
maintained by an African state without comparable repercussions.
Ucam's ability to rule has depended on French technical,
military, and economic support. Its desire to become the leader of a
Cameroun-Gabon-Chad-Central African Republic-Congo (Brazza)
grouping can be attained only with active French backing.
Camerounian economic development is almost totally conditioned
TWO OF THE MAIN STREETS

DR. R. H. G RE E N now of the East African Institute for Social
Research, Makerere University College, Kampala, has travelled
widely in Africa during 1960-5 while with Yale University and
University of Ghana Departments of Economics.
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Cameroun

by foreign resources especially for the key 400-mile £30 million
Transcam railroad to Chad and the CAR. France has skillfully
used her assistance to create continuing patterns of dependence.
(She is financing the first stage of the Transcam.) France is also
out to forge new links by means of EEC Associate status and the
paper transformation of the Currency Issuing Institute into a
" National Bank." The latter is operated from Paris by Frenchmen
jointly with the currency bodies of the CAR-Gabon-Chad-Congo
(B). France's third goal is to perpetuate French commercial
dominance.

rather sounder economically than most West African states. Its national product
per capita is computed to be in the £35-£45 range. That of
Ghana and the Ivory Coast is twice as high, that of Nigeria
three fourths to two thirds (depending on which Census one thinks
less inaccurate), and that of Niger, Chad, Dahomey, Togo, or
Sierra Leone half or less. While problems of computing the value
of local foodstuffs and the variety of population estimates between
,4.5 and 6 million prevent any great confidence in the figures, the
general impression left by Southern Camerounian cities and rural
areas is of economic standards well below those of Ghana, somewhat above Nigeria, and far above, say, Dahomey. Unemployment
is high - perhaps 25% - in Douala and substantial in Yaounde,
Victoria, and other Southern cities, a record again distinctly better
than the" 30-45% in Lagos and Ibadan and worse than the 10%
in Accra or Kumasi.
Exports, net of the alumina imports embodied in aluminium
exports from the Edea smelter, run around £35 million and 'are
approximately equal to merchandise imports. Profits, remittances;
and services result in a current balance deficit running near
£5 million. On the other hand, exports show ,a relatively sluggish
growth both in volume and in value as does real national product
which has probably barely kept 'pace with population - 2-2-1% a
year - over the past de~ade. Government revenue 'has indeed increased 50% since 1961 but this results from higher tax rates not
an expanding economy. The principal effect of the increase has
been to eliminate the former substantial (in the order of £5 million)
French and British subsidies to the two Trust Territories. Even
today, total surplus of revenue over current expenditure stands at
barely £2 million versus Development Plan public investment
targets of over £10 million. With virtually no scope for domestic
borrowing, this pattern leaves the Cameroun Republic very heavily
dependent on foreign - largely French and EEC - loans and
grants to the government and to public or quasi-public bodies.
The economy is very heavily dependent on primary products
exports from the Vietoria-Douala-Yaounde triangle and the
Bamileke country of the south-west. The ,interior areas are hampered by an inadequate country transport system - indeed the
main railroad, roads, and ports date from the pre-1914 German
colonial period as do many if not most of the pre-independence
public buildings. Manufacturing is held back by the small size of
the domestic market and the economic influence of the major
French commercial houses.
The one apparent major exception - Edea's aluminium smelter
- really represents the export of cheap hydroelectric power in .
that the alumina came first from France and now Guinea. Cocoa
processing and sawmilling are undertaken for only a small - and
in the latter case declining - share of total cocoa and wood
exports.
THE C-MiEROUN REPU&UC IS., NONETHELESS.,

WHATEVER THE OFFICIAL FIGURES (50 was cited as early as 1961),
French "advisors" and technical experts sit at the elbow of
virtually every key functionary in Yaounde. Visits to less than
a fifth of all government Departments and agencies there led to
a count of 98. Adding in the French Aid mission (which has a
major operational role) and such joint ventures as the Transcam
(whose Board reports show an effective French majority over
Camerounian and Chadian directors together as well as a near
total dominance of discussion by French directors and expert
advisors) 1,000 would be a fair estimate of French officials holding
policy-making or influencing roles in state and quasi state bodies.
The Camerounian state corporations are both French operated and
dependent directly or indirectly on French official funds for expansion, only one sample is the key hydroelectric producer which
provides power to the Edea smelter. It must build a new dam if
the Northern bauxite at Tibati is to be smelted when the Transcam
reaches it.
The private commercial sector is predominantly French owned
and operated. This French dominance exists down to the level of
senior mechanics and the proprietors of the numerous small shops
and service establishments catering to the 15,000 odd European
community and the somewhat smaller high income Camerounian
economic elite.
A tremendous gulf exists between these 25,000 odd and the
other 5,990,000 (more or less, no complete census exists). The
average salaried expatriate earns over £1,500 and the upper
Camerounian bureaucrat or manager almost as much. Major businessmen and professionals fare even better as - including official
and unofficial" perquisites" - do the top politicians. Urban skilled
workers average £150, unskilled less than £100, and Southern cash
crop farmers still less per year. All prices - even including local
staples - are much higher than in English-speaking West African
though lower than Senegal, Ivory Coast, Gabon, or Congo (B.).
Corned beef costs 6-8 a 14-oz tin (vrs 3-4 Accra) or more than
a worker's wage, low-priced shirts are 30-70 (vrs 20-49 Accra)
or up to a week's wages. An African hotel room with no meals is at
least 30 while a European hotel room with board is in the 140-300
range. Only local beer at 2 a quart bottle, cigarettes at 2 for 20,
local eau de cologne, and imported vin ordinaire at 41 a litre are
cheap. Even eggs run to 10 a dozen in urban stores. The inflated THE WESTERN CAMEROON (formerly British Southern Cameroons)
price structure stems partly from very high import and excise economy is even more s~agnant and primary export dominated.
duties but probably more from oligopolistic handling of imports Wage employment has actually decreased for over half a decade
and the above world prices French firms have consistently levied while exports are virtually static., Over 60% of the regional
[continued on, page 193
on protected Mrican markets.
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Southern Africa-the big
question-mark for the OAU
MATTHEW NKOANA

T his challenging statement on the question of territorial and
organisational unity in 'Southern Africa is printed here as a
contribution to a long-otverdue public debate on this subject.
We shall be glad to receive comments and criticism.

1.

THE QUE S T FOR U NIT Y INS 0 U THE RNA F R I C A

South Africa, where people of diverse colours live cheek by
jowl, is a m1icrocosm of the whole of the Southern African region,
an area in Africa where the problem of decolonisation is bedevilled
by the thorny question of race. As such, it is an appropriate
starting-point in an analysis of the problems of disunity that
plague the liberation movement in -every unliberated territory.
In the second part of this article, a proposed -plan for the
liber-ation of Southern Africa is discussed in conjunction with a
programme of principles. Here we are more concerned with the
political differences that have splintered the liberation movement
in, South Africa, with a view to -exploring all possibilities for
forging unity.
However real most political differences in South Africa have
been, ultimately rthey all boiled down to one question, the question
of race. The most convulsive event to rock the liberation movement in recent years-a split in the African National Congresshad its root cause in the issue of race.
The basic question has always been that of racialism. Because
the superstructure of oppression in South Africa took a racialist
form, the politics of South Africa became riddled with the question
of race. The most destructive factor in otherwise progressive
thinking was fear-fear that there would develop among Africans
a form of racialism in reverse.
This fear persists to this day. In this respect, the best radicals
among whites, as a group, have always been whites first and
radicals second. F or a long tim-e they, having the means to cl ~
so, set the tone and pace of the liberation movement, and became
a kind of prototype leadership, to be emulated by Africans operating through the African National Congress.
Either as liberals or communists, they were always white first,
preoccupied with ways and means of safeguarding their kith and
kin against the wrath of African Nationalism on the day of
reckoning. This brought them into direct conflict with those
Africans who believed African Nationalism was the most powerful
force in the struggle for liberation.
An indication of the early stages of the confliot is contained
in a 1949 declaration of the African National Congress Youth
League. The following is an extract:
" . . • AFRICAN NATIONALISM, besides being the consummation
of years of spiritual development among the African people ... is
the spontaneous reaction of the African people against foreign
domination; it is the uncompromising condemnation by the
Mrican p-eople of the spiritual and political corruption of the
South -African Government.
" It is the legitimate demand put forward by the African people
for their land. I t is the Africans' legitimate claim to every inch
M A T THE W N K 0 A N A
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of land in this -Continent. It is the revolt of the m,ajonty against
domination by a foreign minority. It is the rise of THE GOVERNMENT (the people) against a clique of usurpers and rebels. It is
the rallying call for the forces of liberty.
"AFRICAN NATIONALISM is the crystallisation of Ntsikana's
injunction: 'Be ye an indivisible whole'; of Chaka's vision of a
United Africa. It is the very antithesis of tribalism . . .
"AFRICAN NATIONALISM is the FAITH of the Youth League
of Congress. It is the galvanising force of Youth who as individuals hate tyranny and oppression, and as a group are pledged
to fight unceasingly and relentlessly until oppression is swept off
the face of the earth.
"It is only through AFRICAN NATIONALISM that the African
people can be freed from the complex of inferiority which makes
them accept their present humiliation with equanimity, and be
given a new spirit, a new hope, a wider vision ... "
"AFRICAN NATIONALISM is a dynamic force, because it is not
a foreign importation. It has its roots deep down in the heart
of every African. It is an insuppressible urge towards selfrealisation, self-determination, independence, freedom . . . "
This was to become part of the main platform of those who
broke away from the ANC in 1958 and founded the Pan-Mricanist
Congress in 1959. The decision to take that course has been
amply vindicated by events, as I shaH presently show.
Reaction to African Nationalism
I shall show that they were right in assessing African
Nationalism as the most powerful force in the struggle for
liberation. It was not for nothing that the PAC at its emergence
was lambasted not only by the undisguised White supremacists
but also by those white wolves in sheep's clothing who controlled
the mass 'media of the struggle for liberation.
The latter have not yet repented. It was because of its potency
that they tar-brushed African Nationalism, calling it racialism.
Now they call it Sectarianism, witness a letter 'in a recent issue
of Africa and The World from the unrepentant pen of Michael
Hannel.
For two decades especially (1940-60) the issues in South Africa
have been blurred, and our thinking befudd1led, by extreme
obsession with what may be called anti-racialism. The in-ability
to see the issues other than through racial blinkers had spread to
alarming dim'ensions, and still bestrides even som-e of our most
learned rostrums.
When Franz J. T. Lee, writing elsewhere recently, says of
P AC policies, "All this sounds very good-Jbut one should just
avoid speaking about the 'Class Struggle,' then you have full
support in the 'racial struggle'," he is merely echoing the words
of white multi-racialists who had better reason than himself to fear
African Nationalism.
But the damage to the liberation struggl'e is even greater because,
not knowing what he is talking about" Lee would have the less
informed world public believe in the fallacy that there is such
a thing as "black racialism" among the oppressed of South
Africa.
A major offensive against African Nationalists was launched in
1955 through the ANC-Ied Congress Alliance (now almost com-

pletely disintegrated), which adopted a "Freedom Charter" unleashing the anti-revolutionary creed of multi-racialism.
In its preamble the charter counterblasted the slogan "Africa
for the Africans" by formulating a new slogan, "South Africa
belongs to all who live in it", that is, the dispossessed and their
dispossessors.
The charter advocated a policy which, while not expressly
envisaging the balkanisation of the country on national or racial
lines, yet closely approximated Dr. Verwoerd's plan for the
separate development of the races.
This policy, pandering to racial bigotry, envisaged the development of different cultures in the same country, with equal rights
for "all national groups or races to use their own languages, and
to develop their own folk culture and customs." On political
arrangements it said:
" There shall be equal status in the bodies of state, in the courts
and in the schools for all national groups and races. All national
groups shall be protected by law against insults to their race and
national pride." This was also how the Congress Alliance was
organised, with equal representation at high level for political
parties based on racial lines, and irrespective of the size of the
racial group which each party represented in the predominantly
Mrican population.
Multi-racialism became a buffer between the apartheid regime
and the dynamic force of African Nationalism, which the multiracialists dubbed as black racialism. -And so for a long time the
struggle for liberation in South Africa was retarded, diverted and
blockaded.
It must be said for them that they hated the Verwoerd regime.
But this was mainly because they feared its intransigence would
lead to a revolution and so to what they described as "black
intransigence equally demented". Thus the white and black
leadership of the Congress Alliance expended their energies in
futile attempts to stem the. tide of African Nationalism.
To this end, in 1958 they attempted to stage nation-wide demonstrations at the time of White-only elections, with the avowed aim
of influencing the White electorate to remove Verwoerd's Nationalist Party and put in its place the equally reactionary United Party,
which is only the other side of the same coin.
Because 'in many fields they rightly exposed the evils of apartheid through the newspapers they controlled, they won just enough
confidence among the people to ensure the success of their policy
of containment on the liberation front.
This policy was successful until the breakaway of the PAC in
1959 to usher in the post-Sharpeville era of militant positive
action. But old habits and traditions die hard. Attitudes formed
during the long period of containment persist to this day among
,many former leaders of the Congress Alliance, inside and outside
the ANC.
The fashion is to take up an attitude against the evil of
racialism because it makes one appear progressive and superior
to others. All attitudes, as such, are blind things, unthinking.
They are a poor substitute for. ideas and well-thought-out views.
Reaction to the racialism of the whites became obsessive antiracialism among our would-be liberators, who totally fail-ed to give
the people a sense of purpose and direction .in the struggle for

liberation. Failing to see' the real issues involved, they saw the
South African problem purely in terms of race and, encouraged by
their white mentors, conoluded that since there were white racialists,
there must necessarily also be black racialists - rather like the
German professor who, on seeing a bicycle for the first time, is
reputed to have demonstrated conclusively that it could not be
ridden-for the simple reason that if you did not fall off to the
right, you must necessarily faU off to the left.
Thus in a concerted, continuous anti-racialist cam,paign, the
Africans, the dispossessed people of Southern Africa, were exhorted
virtua1lly to forgive their dispossessors, and never to show racial
animosity. Of course, it was merely the animosity which anybody
robbed. of his land would show against the robber, whether the
latter was white, black or yellow, or-indeed-of the same colour
or race.
The point I want to make here is that racialism is not the real
problem in South Africa. This point has to be made sharply.
But as we have to bring it out clearly, we will now go straight on
to the historical background.
Historical background
During the first contacts between the African people and white
settlers in South Africa, there was a lot of mixing between the
races, and inter-marriages were common, in spite of a wide gap
between their cultural backgrounds. But the settlers, who brought
along with them knowledge of commerce and diversified economic
organisation, started off at a great advantage over the simple
mode of life of the indigenous people, who were mainly pastoralists.
I t was only natural that the settlers, who came from a survivalof-the-fittest type of civilisation, sooner or later took advantage of
their position. Once they' had thus turned the indigenous people
into an economic asset {as a source of cheap labour, the latter's
freedom had to be curtailed to ensure continuity. Since one does
not in this way interfere with the lives of one's equals, those thus
treated must be looked upon as of a different order in society. And
so certain relationships developed between the settlers and the
indigenous people as befit relations between, at first, master and
serf, then master and slave and finally master and servant.
De Kiewiet, in A History of South Africa, says: "From the
very beginning there was woven the double strand of South
Mrican history: The servile worker and the free colonist, cheap
labour and land. These combined to create the habits and institutions of South African society. The white settlers began to look
upon labour as the function of a servile race, and became a privileged caste depending upon an excessive number of slaves and
servants whose labour was wastefully employed."
When slavery was outlawed, it became necessary to develop new
techniques for the purpose of attaining the same ends: the
amassing of wealth by the few which entails the degradation of the
many. In South Africa we' have a classic example of how these
techniques have been perfected. We have there a refined system
of slavery in a modem cast. No longer are men seized and sold
as a straightforward commercial deal, but they are still seized and
compelled to sell their labour at any 'price that the buyer chooses.
The two' different worlds still exist:' the one 'a world of privilege
and plenty, created and, maintained through the iron' fist 'of tyranny;

r
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the other a world of misery. and grinding poverty, of apartheid
restrictions and humiliations.
.'The'" .habits and .institutions " are t~ay what they were then.
These habits and institutions are racialist in orientation" but
racialism is· the effect rather than the cause. of a ,system of ,crass
. ,
economic exploitation.
This is not to underrate the scourge that. is racialism in South
Africa. I t is a terrible mental disease once it takes hold of the
victim, but it is not in the blood; it is not congenital. T'rue,
there are many-tragically too many-among white South Mricans
in whom racialism has become. a ·kind of second nature. ·But this
is not· a natural phenomenon. It is fostered and nurtured· i~ the
European homes and schools and in public life. The books, the
children read are littered with the grand, myth of the black man's
inferiority. But it ~ep1ains an artificial growth; so artificial;
indeed, that it has become necessary to enact legislation to bolster
it ,up and, patch up yawning cracks in the racialist wall. Thus
we have laws.. pr~venting inter-marriage between the races, banning
multi-racial worship pr social mixing in entertainment, sports and
other vulnerable spheres.. Without this elaborate intervention from
the cradle to the grave, those Whites who qo not know which side
thei~ bread is buttered might multiply enough to disturb the structure of White supremacy and so bring about the end of economic
privilege.
It must be clear n,ow that racialism is not the real· problem, not
tQe root of all evil in our land. There is a song that knows what
the root of. all evil in our land, as in other lands, is!
PAC response
Having made this and other studies of the South African situntion, the Pan-Africanist Congress at its inception in 1959 laid down
a grand strategy and combat policies which insisted that the utmost
pressure for change could only come from the most underprivileged
section of the community, the Africans.
In an article published in that year, the PAC President,
Mangaliso Robert Sobukwe pronounced its position as follows:
." It is our contention that the vast illiterate and semi-illiterate
'masses of the Africans are the cornerstone, the key and very life
of the struggle for democracy. From this we draw the logical
conclusion that the rousing and consolidation of the masses is. the
primary task of liberation. . . . We have made our stand clear on
this point. 'Our contention. is that the AfI'icans are the only people
~ho, becau~eof their material position, can be interested in the
complete overhaul of the present structure of society. We have
admitted that there are Europeans who are intellectual converts
to .the African's cause, but because they benefit materially from
the present set-up, they cannot completely identify themselves with
that cause.... "
,
The foregoing is the very genesis. of Socialist analysis, and cannot be substituted by mere talk of "class struggle." Even those
to whom .this approach is incomprehensible, concede its success,
as does Lee in writing about" full support -in the ' racial struggle'.'~
It was conceded even by the South African Institute of Race
Relations, a m~lti-racialist re~e-arch organisation dominated by
whites and enjoying membership of some of the prominent -leaders
,of the African. Na:ti?nal .CoIt.g~ess, such. as Chief Albert LuthuIi,

who was one ·of the Institute's ·Vice-Presidents. The Institute carried out the only research work ever done in South Africa into the
relative influence and prestige of political parties in that country,
with the help of the University of the Witwatersrand.,
The. PA·C was barely three years wh~n this work was done, yet
this scientific- analysis brought it out as by far the most popular
politi~l .organisation in the country..
In a fact~pa:per. African Attitudes published by the'- Institute in
1963 the· levels of popularity were determined on a numerical scale
and. the percentages given as follows: PARTY

PAC

A:NC
.. Liberal Party,
, P'rogressive Party
COD
UP

% FOR
57
39
31
30

18
10'

% AGAINST % UNDECIDED
29
41
47
43

12

~

14
20
22
47
40

'15

Other political groups
There are two other political groupings: The South.. African
Coloured People's Congress, a mass movement for the country's
1.7 million people of mixed white and black stock, ,and the NonEuropean Unity Movement, for many years no more than a study
group of intellectuals.
The OPC has been associated in a Congress Alliance with the
ANC. Recently, however, a big split between ANC and CPC
leaders abroad, the result of a few years' of smouldering friction,
ushered in a new process of political alignment ·in South Mrica.
The CPC had for years sought to merge into the A·N'C, which
preferred a multi-racial (indeed racialist) confederation.
The Non-European Unity Movement (a regrettably. negative
name), led by Isaac B. Tabata, sprang from an ad hoc body, the
All-African C'onvention.
Its policy of' non-collaboration is probably:the most significant
contribution. to. South African political the.ory .to have come from
the, ,A·AC comp1eoc', of: sects,' measured purely in terms of theory
as distinct from practice. For just on 30 years this group has
done little other than theorising, content with armchair criticism
of the actions of others. They have been waiting . . . waiting--...;.
for the 'people -to be educated,!"
APDUSA represents an effort to transform the study group
into a mass organisation. I ts overt political activity has so fat
been virtually nil, and what impact it may have made on the South
African situation, if any, has been undetectable.
In the quest for unity, one· would Hke to see greater honesty of.
purpose among those who would liberate us.. It is disconcerting
that some among this group continue to do abroad what long ago
became discredited in South Africa: to take a stance that depicts
everybody as wrong except themselves.
.
Tabata must call a halt to this. There is room for honest disagreement, but it is equ'ally the duty of honest men to admit their
own failures and weaknesses. If .they do not hold the mass of the
people in contempt, 'as -I suspect some 'of' dles,e people do, then
they have got to accept ·the verdict of the oppressed multitudes as
determined in the meteoric rise of the PAC.The theoretical
suppositions of those who founded the 'PAC have been tested in
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action and found to be more than a match for anything so far
known in South Africa.
Other oppressed groups
As far as other oppressed groups are concerned, I have no doubt
that the upsurge of enthusiasm which could be touched off by the
developments purviewed in the programme outlined in the next
pages, would rouse the toiling masses of Indian origin in the sugar
plantations of Natal and elsewhere. They have already thrown
up some up-and-coming leaders of calibre in the non-racialist
tradition, such as Ahmed Gora Ebrahim, the PAC Representative
in Cairo.
By and large, the plantation workers have yet to break with a
past of political lethargy. Through minimal working-class consciousness and solidarity with the black African workers they could
be an asset to the liberation struggle as a part and parcel of the
oppressed nation. Their leaders have a tremendous responsibility
to reshape their habits and thinking along non-racial lines. As
long ago as 1959, in his PAC inaugural address, Sobukwe extended
the hand of unity te these op·pressed Indian masses. He referred
to South African people of Indian origin and said:
"This group came to this country not as imperialists or
colonialists, but as indentured labourers. In the South African
set-up of today, this group is an oppressed minority. But there
are some members of this group, the merchant class in particular~
who have become tainted with the virus of cultural supremacy and
national arrogance. This class identifies itself by and large with
the oppressor but, significantly, this is the group which provides
the political leadership of the Indian people in South Africa.
" And all that the ,politics of this class have meant up to now is
preservation and defence of the sectional interests of the Indian
merchant class. The down-trOdden, poor' stinking coolies' (socalled) of Natal who, alone, as the result of the pressure of material
conditions, can identify themselves with the indigenous African
majority in the struggle to overthrow White supremacy, have not
yet produced their leadership. We hope they will do so soon."
What is there to quarrel with in the proposition that we are
oppressed not only as workers and peasants but as a nation?
When we look for differences to find targets for attack, we can
almost always find them. An example is the criticism that the
PAC and the ANC have neglected the peasants. This talk of
" peasants" betrays political ignorance at best or, worse still,
political dishonesty. The concept of a peasantry is, in fact, a
misconception. It shows how hopelessly one can get entangled in
one's own tracks through uncritical importation. In South Africa
or anywhere else in Southern Africa we don't have concentrations
of feudal lords in homogeneous communities with a conflict of
interests requiring special efforts to cultivate peasant class consciousness. The issues are clear-cut :
Here we have the total subjugation of a whole people, certainly
for economic reasons, on a basis of racial stratification; a clear
line of demarcation between the dispossessed and their dispossessors. The chiefs in the reserves cannot by any stretch of the
imagination be regarded as the equivalent of feudal lords, nor as
an' oppressor class themselves. They are merely the tools of
oppression, the instruments through which the machinery of

oppression is kept in motion. The rest of the oppressed are
workers on farms or in the cities. Even the so-called middle
class, a tiny fraction of the population, chafes under a host of
restrictions and apartheid humiliations. The land question is one
of the main platforms of the PAC, not so much in its agrarian
as in its nationalist sense, and features importantly in the party's
slogans, such as " Izwe lethu " (the land is ours). Most of the more
than 50 members of the PAC who have been hanged for political
offences were men from the countryside who were prepared to lay
down their lives in battle for their fatherland. Far from neglecting
the " peasants", the PAC is the organisation of the masses.
Ours is not to make antagonistic the latent contradictions among
the oppressed but to reach the people, one and all, with a powerful
gospel of liberation. Yes, reach them in the churches, the schools,
in the farm and mine compounds, in the factories and backyards,
in the locations and the villages. Those who persist in being
willing agents and tools of the oppressors will meet meir deserved
fate in the course of struggle, but as the heat mounts, many will
mend their ways and become an 'asset to the cause of liberation.
This is the message of National ,Liberation.
The deserters from among the oppressors have a role to play.
But they must not be allowed to have a commanding influence in
the struggle. Experience has showed that, in South Africa at any
rate, such influence can only be divisive, at best. It has showed
how they can impede the struggle, consciously or unconsciously,
because of incapacity for total commitment. We have seen how,
through their control of the mass media of the struggle for liberation, they dictated the pace and gave a colouring to the struggle
and an atmosphere in which many patriots were suffocated. But
there are vital fields in which they can be useful.
2. P 0 LIT I C A L B L U E P R I N T FOR
SOUTHERN AFRICAN LIBERATION

The plan
A realistic plan for the liberation of Southern Africa rests on
four pillars:
(a) The whole of Southern Africa should be regarded as a single
unit for political and military purposes in the present phase of the
struggle for liberation.
(b) Recognition of the necessity of an inter-territorial strategy
with or without a completely unified liberation movement, but
certainly cohesion and co-ordinated action.
(c) The setting-up as soon as possible of a supreme political
authority to co-ordinate the activities of the liberation movements
in the various territories, with the possibility that this may evolve
into an inter-territorial Government-in-Exile.
(d) A crash programme for training guerillas from Southern
Africa and volunteers from the rest of Africa and elsewhere, with
the possibility that this may evolve into an inter-territorial anny
of liberation under a joint high command.
The area under focus includes Angola, Mozambique, South
West Africa, Rhodesia, the British High Commission Territories
of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, and South Africa.
Certain basic assumptions underlie the plan outlined above,
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which is presented here as a possible basis for discussion.
First, it is assumed that once given an acceptable programme
of principles, leaders in each territory will be big enough to
subordinate their other and less important differences to the
impelling cause of liberation.
T'hey should be politically mature enough to banish any bitterness that may have arisen from their past squabbles, and to lift
the whole question of liberation out of the mire of personality
feuds.
One also assumes that even if the rest of Africa is united on
nothing else, she can speak with one voice and act corporately in
her abhorrence of the continued subjugation and oppression of
millions of her fellows in Southern Mrica, and so the better pool
her resources to more effectively help the liberation movements in
their new and more effectively organised formation.
This development should have an immediate impact on the rest
of the world, making it possible for people of goodwill everywhere
to give material and financial aid where they can see something
tangible being done.
A corresponding effect will be a weakening of White supremacist
resistance to change and a whipping up of morale and enthusiasm
among the people of the unliberated territories.
If our reading of history is correct, inter-territorial unity for
Southern Africa, even if only for the purpose of victory, is realisable, given the right leadership. For here are to be found all the
dynamics that go to mould diverse people into single nations, great
and small.
Nations have been moulded. out of small communities which
merged in the crucible of struggle for survival against common
threats to their lives and well-being. These external forces may be
in the form of invasion on common frontiers, economic pressures
or other dangers which could not be resisted effectively by the
small communities in isolation from one another.
On the surface, the position in Southern Africa appears to be
different from that in the historical outline give above, for in each
of these territories the enemy is within. But, fundamentally, the
region is up against the same pressures, and the struggle for survival is just as crucial as those known to history.
Local conditions may differ from territory to territory, so that
tactics would have to be varied in respect of each area. But
it is of the greatest importance that we grasp the essence of the
common character of the problems facing us.
If for no other reason, it is sufficient that Verwoerd, Smith and
Salazar are thinking and planning corporately, that we should
think and plan inter-territorially. It is a practical necessity that
must be faced, a challenge to us to de-colonise ourselves mentally.
Basic to such a strategy is the concept of pan-Africanism.
It has become increasingly clear that the Labour Government
in Britain is either unwilling or incapable (probably both) to do
anything to influence the course of events in Rhodesia. It has made
it clear that it will not intervene militarily in that country in the
event of a unilateral declaration of independence by Smith's White
minority government.
Thus the threat by the British Government to -impose economic
sanctions on Rhodesia in the event of UDI is exposed as a manifest
humbug. For such action, to be effective, would involve a naval

blockade which can only be enforced by military action.
Whatever false hopes may have existed that Britain would
deliver freedom on a platter in Rhodesia have now faded. The
same shock awaits those who pin hopes on the International Court
of Justice in respect of South West Africa. For whatever the outcome of this case it is unthinkable that a just settlement can be
negotiated.
The situation in Angola and Mozambique is long past the stage
where it was possible to indulge in debates as to whether a peaceful
solution could be found. In different degrees, a violent struggle
is now going on in both Angola and Mozambique. But there have
have been such serious set-backs there, especially in Angola, that
there is a clear case for new blood to be injected into the liberation
forces.
A hard struggle must be expected in all the unliberated territories. These include .Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland
which, in spite of the fonnal trappings of Independence soon to
be granted, are too economically dependent on and intertwined
with South Africa to be anything other than the worst type of
client states.
The principles
Some who have expressed views on the question of unity in each
of these territories have rightly emphasized the cardinal point thal
unity must be based on an acceptable programme of principles.
Men who will change society must change it for the better, and
they can do so only within the framework of a set of ideals which
guide their actions.
In A History of Political Theory, Prof. George H. Sabine
(Cornell University) deals in the preface with" the hypothesis that
theories of politics are themselves a part of politics," and continues:
"In other words, they (the theories) do not refer to external
reality but are produced as a normal part of the social milieu in
which politics itself has its being. Reflection upon the ends of
political action, upon the means of achieving them, upon the
possibilities and necessities of political situations, and upon the
obligations that political purposes impose is an intrinsic element
of the whole poltical process.... "
A notable feature in the thinking of would-be political pundits
in South Africa is the emphasis they place on the development of
working-class consciousness and peasant awareness, in their assessment of "the possibilities and necessities" of rhe struggle for
liberation in that country.
That is, of course, a complete lift from Marx's Europe. "Lifts"
are not bad in themselves, depending on the situation to which
they are to be applied, and certainly there are elements in the
Southern African situation which call for working-class consciousness and peasant awareness. But this is only half the answer.
There is an obvious defect in this particular lift which make
one suspect that the revolutionary slogans of Marx's Europe are
mouthed not so much because of a mistaken faith in their complete
effectiveness in our situation, as merely because it is fashionable
to do so.
Whereas Marx thought in tenns of the whole of Europe and its
American extension in his concept of working-class solidarity, my
contemporaries think in terms of South Africa south of the Lim-
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popo. They think of Angola, Mozambique, South West Africa,
etc~, 'as separate entities, much· in the same way as did the Colonialists who partitioned these areas..
Through The Communist Manifesto, Karl Marx and Frederick
Engels launched what was the most effective movement for social
change in the context of the social conditions prevailing in Europe
at the time. Its effectiveness is not to be judged in terms of
revolutions, of which there have been few and far between, but
by the concessions which have been made to workers in every
European country with a strong socialist movement.
It was not merely because they had recently discovered the
theory of ec'onomic determinism (the 19th century's most important
addition to political theory), but mainly because the rousing of
the working class and peasantry who constituted the vast majority
was most appropriate to the ethos of the homogeneous societies
in which these men put their theories into. operation.
Economic determinism notwithstanding, it is a safe bet that the
authors of the Communist Manifesto would have found other
means more appropriate and effective for rousing a people against
invasion by another nation, even if the invasion was for economic
reasons. They would have appealed to a people's patriotism rather
than rely solely on working-class consciousness and peasant awareness.
The social condition of Southern Africa is the condition of
a land under foreign occupation, the condition of territorial dispossession and subjugation, known as White or foreign domination.
This reality of White domination is embedded in the consciousness of the African people, and it does not require the tongue of
an agitator or the pen of a writer-historian to make them alive
to the phenomenon.
.
They are alive to· it because everywhere in the entire region
they have fought against the invaders, and have since been continuously oppressed by them. If only for consolation from the
grim circumstance of their defeat and subjugation, they retell with
relish tales of battles long past, tales which have become part of
the region's folklore.
Theirs is a proud history of struggle in defence of the fatherland. They have wistful memories both of valour in battle and
the good· things of life which they fought to maintain: a social
order in which man was in truth his brother's keeper, which knew
not of want-free of the exploitation of man by man.
Accentuated by today's circums~ances of oppression, the past
projects itself into-and lives on in-the people's consciousness
like a lost paradise. From ·Cape to Luanda, they share a common
historical experience as a dispossessed people, handing down from
generation to generation an acUte sense of -grievance.
Those are the things, in addition to our circumstance as a
despised race, which combme to make the ethos of Southern Africa,
a region virtually 'under siege.
Elements of the situation

It is extremely important that we do not get mixed up in a
maze of political theories which, no matter ;how attractive and
intellectually satisfying on ·paper, may not be exactly relevant to
our own conditions., There must be a thorough understanding of

our situation, and the solutions we work out must ·flow from the
logic ~of. that sitllation.,
The. first tiling to gra~p ,is ,that the intrinsic eleme~t in our
situation is national oppression. By way of illustration; we ·may
point out that our labour conditions are more those of slaves than
of workers, and that those who work do so just to live rather than
to live well.
Those who do not work are confined under irksome regulations
to labour reserves to breed m'Ore labourers for the mines and
the farms, or are herded into the prisons from which they can
be distributed as convict labour. The condition of all is the
condition of chattel slaves, made possible through .political
subjugation. But a little more background is necessary here.
As already pointed out, political action has to be guided by
a set of ideals (or ideology)~ the formulation of which is in turn
determined by the prevailing social conditions. No ideology
develops in 'a vacuum, but evolves in a particular. social mHieu.
Sometimes an ideology develops into an identifiable pattern
without the conscious aid or intervention of man, a~d manifests
itself in the un\vritten laws, the norms, superstitions and taboos
'"
",
of a society.
At other times it is aided into taking shape and form by the
intervention of the articulate or wise members of the society who
(and this is as: true of medieval societies everywhere as -it is of
Mrica's tribal form of society) becom'e the conscious interpreters
of law and custom.
In either case, however, it owes its existence in whatever shape
or form to the concrete conditions obtaining in a given society.
This is as true of the old 'as of the modern society in which
law-making and the regulation of men's lives has becom'e a
specialised undertaking.
Whether by revolution or evolution, transfonnation of a society
has its base, its roots, in the old order. It is in' the old order
that the social forces necessary for change build up. It is there
that the motive force is to be found, and such a motive force
is neither importable or exportable.
.
In our case, thanks to our isolation of ages, uncorrupted as a
society by the evil influences of feudalist and capitalist Europe,
the prevailing social ethic rem'ains that which characterised alJ
primaeval societies,. a philosophy by 'which men live and let live.
The European survival-of-the-fittest type of civilisation is alien
to our society, an affront to the African character which retains
the attribute of humaneness from humanity's past, untouched and
unspoilt by the ravages of the age of feudalism -and the upheavals
of the Industrial Revolution.
It is at this poin.t that the conscious ideology of liberation begins.
It has to take into account our history and traditions, in order
to interpret correctly the deepest aspirations of our people, 'and
to speak their language.
,"The history of all hitherto existing society is the history' of
class struggl'es," says the Communist Manifesto. However, in
the intervening period since its first publication. in 1848, Engels
gained enough knowledge to make a correction of this assertion
in' his Note to the 18:88 English edition.
Not all the histOry of all hitherto existing society was the history
of class struggles, Engels had learnt. It 'was a grudging correction,
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but an important correction all the same. The history referred powerful social force that can be harnessed for revolutionary
to in the Manifesto was, according to the correction, all written change in Southern Africa, the overthrow of foreign domination.
history.
The consciousness of Southern Africa's working class is the
With reference to the later works of others, Engels, goes on to consciousness of an oppressed nation in revolt. Their language is
show that, for instance, common ownership of land existed in the language of African Nationalism. Alongside the revolutionary
Russia and was "the social foundation from which all Teutonic slogans of Marx's Europe are the war cries and ululating of Shaka's
races started in history," and that this was the case with the or Lobengula's kingdoms. The one complements the other.
primitive form of society everywhere from India to Ireland."
Conceding the existence of "the inner organisation of this The post-Independence era
primitive communistic society," he then observes: "With the disFrom the foregoing pages the future-the post-independence
solution of these primaeval communities, society begins to be era--emerges clearly. All modem movements for national liberadifferentiated into separate and finally antagonistic classes."
tion contain within them the stuff that makes a Socialist RevoluThe 1959 Pan-Africanist Manifesto, one of the basic documents tion, and this one is no exception. But there must be a clear
direction, which is all the more necessary because of the confusion
of the Pan-Africanist Congress of South Africa, postulates:
"Man moves and has his being in a social environment. In that has come to be associated with Socialist thinking in Mrica.
Once upon a time the term" African Socialism" was perfectly
the absence of social life the social question would fall away.
Man's relation to his fellow man is determined by his primary respectable, and rightly so. For it denoted nothing more-or less
needs. The social question, whose structural foundations are -than an approach to socialist development in Africa dictated by
found in economic detenninism, arises within the framework of conditions in industrially backward societi~. Then it was
social relations.
presumed that the Mrican road was to lead to complete
" Man is, therefore, a social being and not an economic animal. socialisation.
To live in harmony with his fellow man, man must recognise the
Since then, however, some misconceptions have appeared on the
primacy of the material and spiritual interests of his fellow man, scene under the general label of African Socialism. Perhaps the
and must eliminate the tendency on his part to uphold his own worst feature of this incidence is the substitution of an over-paid
interests at the expense of those of his fellow man.
indigenous bureaucracy for the expatriates of Colonial days. I
" It is only within such a set-up that the human personality can fervently hope that this is no more than a passing phase.
be developed and that respect for it can be fostered."
No one should quarrel with an industrially backward country
The stage at which society begins to be "differentiated into which, to stimulate industrial development, was compelled to
separate and finally antagonistic classes" has not been reached in encourage private 'enterprise in a mixed economy. In the nalture
Southern Mrica. What there is of it is. foreign to all the indi- of things, most African countries have no alternative but to follow
genous societies, super-imposed by foreign elements. By all this road. But it is quite a different matter to set it up as the
accounts, and from all points of view relating to things material ultimate in socialism, African or otherwise.
and things spiritual, European occupation of the region constitutes
This has understandably-though not righly-provoked condemaggression.
nation of the very concept of African Socialism. There can be
" The advent of European imperialism and colonialism to Africa nothing but sympathy with the new rulers of Africa if it is apprebrought in its wake the phenomenon of white domination, whether ciated that their economies are almost inextricably interlocked with
visible or invisible, which is characterised by the political oppres- those of their former masters in a network of international finance
sion, economic exploitation and social degradation of the indi- capital. Under thet circumstances it would be imprudent for those
genous African masses," declares the Pan-Africanist Manifesto.
who aim at ultimate socialism to announce their intentions and
" Throughout this historical epoch, the age of white domination, thereby scare away the capital needed for industrial development.
whenever the spokesmen or representatives of white domination
Socialists rightly point out that socialism is a science with unihave sprouted a conscience, they have referred to the phenomenon versal application. The fundamental principles of Socialist theory
as the 'spread of Western civilisation' or 'the extension of cannot be bent at will to conform to a variety of temperaments.
Christian trusteeship.'
However, like aU good sci,etlce, Socialism must thrive and
" The undisguised truth is that White domination has grounded expand through experimentation. No one would deny that
down the status. of man and stunted the normal growth of the agricultural science, for instance, is of universal application. But
hum~h personalIty on. a scale unprecedented in history. White everyone knows that, to risk a confused metaphor, not all plants
dommatlon was establIshed by the sword and is maintained by the that flourish in Europe do necessarily thrive in the African climate!
sword."
To understand that is not to deny the universality of Socialist
Having thus become conscious of the historical position we principles, but rather to recognise that in 'every oth'er country there
occupy, we have won half the battle. In Rhodesia ZAPU puts out may exist different concrete conditions of which good Socialists
the slogan" Ilizwe ngelethu," whose abbreviated form is the PAC win take cognizance in laying out the basis for socialist developcry in South Africa, "Izwe lethu." It mens "the land is ment.
ours." And that is that.
Socialism-defined as "A society based on the common OWD'erIt is the spi~rual eleva?o~ of an ~ppressed. people, a yearning ship of the means of production, -distribution and exchange in which
to re-assert theIr human dIgnIty. Mncan NatIonalism is the most the nation's· resources are planned to meet the ever-rising . materia1
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and cultural needs of the people "-is by definition essentially an
economic system.
As Kwame Nkrumah puts it, " The duty of Africa is to embrace
these universal principles of socialism while giving the institutional
forms that take into account our African background and heritage."
In the creation and evolution of these institutional forms, which
embody our political arrangements, cultural foundations and
spiritual values, I am all for drawing heavily on our background
and heritage, without necessarily shunning anything that is nonAfrican merely for the sake of being different.
The philosophy of Africanism, which' first found articulation in
South Mrica in the '40's, seeks to fortify and improve upon the
virtues of Mrica's traditional way of life and fit it into modern
social organisation. I t is a new branch of philosophical thought
embedded in humanism.
It covers a whole range of political, economic, cultural and
racial questions, and its outstanding expression is the 1959 PanAfricanist Manifesto. It is to most post-Marx European Socialist
theory and practic~ what Panaetius's philosophy was to Roman
Stoicism. Jacques Denis captures the influence left by Panaetius
on the Roman Stoics in the following passage:
" The unity of the human race, the equality of man and therefore justice in the state, the equal worth of men and women ...
benevolence, love . . . tolerance and charity toward our fellows,
humanity in all cases, even in the terrible necessity of punishing
criminals with death . . . "
Thus Mricanism places emphasis on the spiritual as much as
it does on the material needs of man. llis is in keeping with
the African traditional way of life. Africa retains the characteristics
of . what cynics call the noble savage: man in a near-state of
nature.
What Europe lost through the cold-bloodedness of feudalism
and the Ca'pitalist system African retains, if not in the structure,
at least in the spirit of Communalism.
In this Africanism fufils the void which was so keenly felt by
Engels at the turn of the last century when he wrote as follows
to J. Block (22nd September, 1890):
"According to the materialist conception of history, the
ultimately determining element in history -is the production and
reproduction of real life. More than this neither Marx nor I ever
asserted. H'ence if somebody twists this into saying that the
economic elem·ent is the only determining one, he transfonns that
proposition into a meaningless, abstract, senseless phrase . . .
"M'arx and I are ourselves part'ly to blame for the fact that
the younger people sometim·es lay more stress on the economic side
than is due to it. We had to emphasize the main principle
vis-a-vis our adversaries, who denied it, and we had not always
the time, the place or the opportunity to allow the other elements
involved in the interaction to come into their rights.
"But when it was a case of presenting a section of history,
that is, of a practical application, it was a different matter and
there no error was possible.
" Unfortunately, however, it happens only too often that people
think they have fully understood a new theory and can apply it
without more ado from the moment they have mastered its main
principles, and even those not always -correctly. And I cannot

exempt many of the more recent ' Marxists' from this reproach,
for the most amazing rubbish has been produced in this
quarter, too."
Every society develops certain spiritual values which become
an integral part of its life no less than the material things that
sustain life itself. Man does not live by bread alone, said the
Man from Nazareth.
But, of course, man does live by bread. This is truth, undeniable truth. Yet it might be expedient in certain circumstances
to deny truth.
In the long run, however, a denial of truth would be deleterious
to man's spiritual well-being, leading to the development of a
stunted personality. Truth, justice and freedom (all of which are
not material things) are but a few of man's spiritual needs,
necessary for the development of a healthy human personality.
Lack of bread is a physical hazard, but fear of the possibility
of starvation is a spiritual demon, setting men against each other
and disturbing the peace. As social beings, men have to live together, and to do SD in harmony and peace. Both their living
together and their living together in harmony and peace are' for
their spiritual good.
Since bread is the first essential, it becomes clear that a prerequisite for living together is for men to evolve a morality whereby
the acquisition and distribution of bread does not become a source
of conflict between them. The freedom and contentment of each
is the condition for a just, free society.
The four principles
In summary, there are four principles on which there should
be general agreement in considering the future development of
Southern Africa:
1. All the means of production, distribution and exchange must
pass into the comrnon ownership of the people. In some areas,
as in South Africa, this can be achieved at once.
T he industrial backwardness of some territories may make it
necessary, as in s.ome already independent African states, to hasten
slowly. But the ultimate aim must be complete socialisation.
2. There must be complete expropriation of the usurped land
from Cape to Luanda, with or without compensation depending on
circumstances, but always under a policy that is informed with
humanism, justice and fairplay.
3. A new process of naturalisation of foreigners who swear
allegiance to the new order. Nobody with authority to do so has
ever conferred African citizenship upon foreigners in this region.
Such citizenship should not be by reason of birth aIlNZe.
If the former oppressors were to acquire citizenship automatically
in the New Southern Africa we would have to reckon with the
danger of the existence of a vast fifth column in these territories
with large concentrations of wilfully unassimilable elements. This
would make the function .of orderly government impossible without
the creation of concentration camps, a prospect that cannot be
contemplated.
4. The creation of a competent authority, in the pre-independence period, t.o confer citizenship on all deserters from the enemy
camp, based on the principle of non-racialism. No man should
be denied citizenship on the basis of race or colour alone, before
or after liberation.
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Cameroun

continued from page 184]
revenues are provided by a Federal subsidy. As yet - nearly
three years after Federation - the economy is still separated
from that of the Eastern Cameroun by customs barriers and
controls. Neither -tariffs nor country of origin import quotas
have been .harmonised, both because of the predominant British
orientation of pre-unification Westem Cameroons buying and
because rapid unification at the markedly higher price levels including those for local foods - in the East Camerouns would
have created major problems for Vice President Foncha's regional
government. However, tariff and quota harmonisation (on the
East Cameroun pattern) is proceeding. French based firms are
replacing British, prices are rising, and the Victoria-Tiko complex
is, if anything, more stagnant than before unification now that
it is open to competition from nearby Douala.
Overall, 90% of exports go to EEC countries (over 67% to
France) and over 80% of imports are of EEC origin (about 65%
Franc area). Combined with the dominance of French firms and
Fren~h advisors and the successful elimination of the current
budget deficit the overall picture is one - at least viewed from
Paris - of a model neo-colony. Expenses to Paris are reasonably
low; commercial gains are substantial; key economic decisions
are subject to direct, or stringent indirect, control; foreign policy
support can be ensured when seriously desired by the implicit
threat of cutting back on grants or credits.
The Ahidjo government is well aware both of the weakness
and of the dependence of its economy and far from complacent
about either. The 1961-65 Plan represented an effort at change, but
had to be largely abandoned as unrealistic, especially in its directlabollr rural investment sector. Since Victor Kanga's accession to
the 'joint Finance-Planning Ministry, more energetic and realistic
action and more emphasis on structural change have been noticeable; A new Plan will appear for the 1966-71 period.
FOUll ELEMENTS ARE 'C.ENTRAL in Camerounian development
strategy: the Transcam Railroad to open up the interior (including
the Tibati bauxite and upper Sanaga River power combination),
massive expansion of primary export production, domestic market
import substitution manufacturing, and the creation of a Cameroun-Gabon-Chad-CAR':'Congo (B) economic union with much
of its· manufacturing and commercial activity centred at Douala
and Yaounde. These goals are interlocking in that the Transcam
would both increase possible Chad and CAR exports and channel
them through Douala while the economic union would substantially
enlarge the markets open to Camerounian manufacturers.
How successful the strategy will be is less clear. The first
stage of the Transcam is finally under construction (over half a
century after the Germans first planned the extension of the
railhead from Yaounde) but will reach neither Tibati nor the
Chad-CAR frontiers. 1970 seems the earliest possible date for
the second stage to reach Tibati and 1975, if anything optimistic,
for reaching Chad-CAR internal transport links. Primary production increases are likely but the continued rural discontent, and
indeed suppressed insurrection, centred in - but by no means
limited to - the Bamileke area hampers all rural sector pro-

grammes. Further, Camerounian coffee exports are limited by
International Coffee Agreement quota, those of bananas by EEC
allocations aptong Associates, and cocoa by the exceedingly depressed market.
Industrialisation for an economy with a national product of
approximately £250 million and a consumption of manufactured
goods of perhaps £30 million is difficult. This is especially true
given the EEC's combination of ambiguous treaty clauses and
unambiguous practical discouragement of protected Associate
manufacturing there are no grants or loans for Associates. Export
processing and impon final processing (e.g. flour) or assembly
(e.g bicycles) are encouraged however.
Sub-regional economic union faces serious obstacles. France,
despite the Jeanneny Report's endorsement of economic grouping,
seems at best passive. Gabon's small ruling elite is only mildly
~nterested as it is economically satisfied by the possession of ample
Incomes from a burgeoning export sector and politically secure
in the knowledge that French troops will suppress any revolt (as
they did in 1963). Congo (B) is hostile both because its radical
government distrusts the other states' regimes, and because a
Cameroun-led union would deepen its desperate economic plight.
The Congo (B) economy is already stricken in fact by the loss of the
old Equatorial Federation administrative complex. In a Camerounled union moreover, Douala would displace Pointe Noire's and
Brazzaville's substantial role of ports for the CAR and to a
lesser extent Chad. Industry would tend to locate on the trade
route. Only the CAR and Chad - who would benefit from the
cheaper transport - are actively favourable.
Camerounian foreign policy also shows a trend toward limited
but significant divergence from the standard Francophonic line.
Originally Ahidjo was a rigid opponent of the radical Mrican and
socialist states because of their sympathy and support for the
UPC revolt. However, the tone of his foreign policy has changed
considerably. This is due to his desire to develop wider international contacts outside Africa, to lead an Equatorial grouping, and
to be free of the Ivory Coast domination which has characterised
Francophonic African groupings, despite active Camerounian efforts
for co-leadership. Relations with Socialist European states are
correct if not close. Ironically relations are most cordial with
Hungary, the Cameroun government apparently seeing the DPC
~nd the Nagy revolutions as .vaguely comparable! (The analogy
IS not extended to follOWIng Kadar's policy of gradually
adopting modified versions of the rebel demands). Albeit still
recognising Formosa as China, the Cameroun government has
permitted publication of favourable articles on People's China
and " heroic" pictures of Chairman Mao.
More spectacular is the rapprochement with Accra and related
diverg~nc~ from Abidjan.
r~ute to the founding meeting of the
OrganIsatIon Commune Afncalne et Malagasy the Camerounian
delegation stopped in Ghana. When OCAM became a clear anti..
Ghana front after the Cameroun rejected the "boycott the Accra
OAU Conference" appeal, refused to attend the Abidjan OCAM
conference, and indeed worked actively to gain CAR (successfully)
and Gabon-Chad (unsuccessfully) support for its position. All this
despite Voltaic President Yameogo's D.S. tour and the Ivory
Coast's announcement that Ghana had inspired the assassination

En.
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attempt on Niger's President Diori (subsequently "confirmed"
by Diori).

contempt of a state viewed as complacent, incompetent, and
corrupt.

INTERNAL CAMEROUNIAN POLITICAL POLICY shows much less
change and is considerably less attractive. Coercion, repression,
centralisation, and the enhancement of Ahmadou Ahidjo's personal
position are its hallmarks. In rural areas - at least of the South
- brutal repression of opposition to land tenure, traditional
oligarchy, and bureaucratic exaction remain the rule. The UPC
maquis still exists; roadblocks are frequent; troops in full battle
kit complete with sub-machine guns check travel papers midway
on the main Douala-Yaounde railway.
All political bodies in the Eastern Cameroun have been forcibly
incorporated into the Ucam; the predictable 99.9% vote in favour
was rolled out in March 1965. Of the three 1961 ministers viewed
as able and independent in outlook two, Charles Okala (Foreign
Affairs) and Charles Awana (Finance and Plan), has disappeared
from circulation. The last - and perhaps most able - Victor
Kanga, a Bamileke, holds Finance-Planning. However, Yaounde
rumours - which indicate the prevalent view of the regime if
nothing more - predict his imminent departure. Lesser figures by
the score have been whisked into prison. In early 1965 government
employment rosters were purged of non-Ucam members.
The press is tightly government-controlled - with the partial
exception of the Roman Catholic paper and even it has been
forced to dilute its once fairly critical tone. Editorials are written
by the state press agency. Fear, reticence on all political issues,
and rumours consistently predicting new repressive measures
characterise Yaounde and Douala.

THE CAMEROUN FEDERAL REPUBLIC in 1965 is a going concern with
a government internally in full control and seeking - if tentatively
- to decrease its foreign economic dependence. The problems
entailed in unification of the two trust territories are being handled
with care and deliberateness and at least an emergent feeling of
national oneness has been created.
Negative aspects are, however, at least as striking. Virtually
total foreign economic control remains a fact and determines what
development projects can and cannot be undertaken. A yawning
and broadening gulf between the tiny elite and the masses of the
population erodes faith in progressive professions and arouses
envious discontent. Massive socio-political unrest continues to be
suppressed by force. There is little evidence of radical reforms e.g. in rural land holding, traditional and local authority, or urban
job creation - to rechannel it into a unified national development
effort. Politics becomes steadily more authoritarian and Ahidjoist
(Adhidjoism has been floated as a rather vague political philosophy). Fear, discontent, and apprehension rise. The land ruled by
Le Clerc's heirs and dominated by France may yet become but is
still far from justifying its Chamber of Commerce's hopeful slogan
"Cameroun: Terre d'Avenir" (Cameroun: Land of the Future).

in politics as in
economics - is diverted. While the press is controlled, discussion
is much freer and criticism of the Federal, Eastern, and - to a
lesser extent - Western governments are frequent and often
sharp. Trade unions retain considerable independent power and
even maintain tenuous contact with (though not membership in)
the radical All-African Trade Union Federation. While Vice-President Foncha's Kameroon National Democratic Party - which
he has been loath to merge into its counterpart, Ucam - is
dominant, the opposition Cameroon Peoples National Convention
is still tolerated. Military and police roadblocks are virtually unknown, as West Cameroonians are quick to inform the visitor.
The whole tone of the Western Cameroon remains that of
Anglophonic Africa. A real loyalty to the Federal Republic has
been created - as well as a dependable, newly recruited bureaucratic class - but with it goes a deep distrust of submergence
in the Francophonic majority. In Victoria and Buca sharp criticism
of French standards and French domination and their acceptance
by the Cameroun Republic are open and common - if unofficial
and unorganised - as they most certainly are not in Douala and
Yaounde. News of Ghana - and particularly refutation of criticisms about it - is eagerly sought and her determined stand
against foreign domination of Africa admired, albeit her PanAfrican leadership is viewed with distrust; Nigeria is still disliked
and - with Britain - blamed for the Western Cameroons' 191865 stagnation. There is, however, no fear of Nigeria's rather mild
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ASTROLOGY HELP
Consult

YOU

BHAGAWAN SOAHAM
A WELL-KNOWN
HINDU ASTROLOGER
PALMIST
SHADOW-READER
HEALER
For sound Astrological Advice and
Guidance in the solutions of the
intricate problems of your life from
the analysis of Palm-Lines and the
stars at the time of your birth.
Send your birth date, if possible,
with particulars stating exact Time, Date, Month, Year, and Place.
Please send any three questions at a time for advice with a crossed
Postal Order for Cash for any amount you wish, whatever the
amount, it will be appreciated.
LET PRAYERS HELP YOU Soaham-Raksha
Stars are the visible manifestations of the DIVINE. Let me pray to THE
GODS OF THE STARS and prepare a most powerful LUCKY PRAYER
CHARM for you which will help you in fulfilling your ambitions regarding
your career, finance, love, marriage, home, travel and studies and to achieve
health, wealth, and prosperity.
LET YOGA HELP YOU with the aid of
YOGIC EXERCISES & CONCENTRATION
To cure chronic diseses, to slim and to gain radiant health
Silence is being observed on Fridays, personal interviews are not available on
this day.
N.B.-Typewritten or legible letters assist in giving an early reply.
Prayers for world peace will be offered during the month of December every
year, therefore personal appointments are not available.

BHAGAWAN SOAHAM
90 ALMA ROAD WANDSWORTH LONDON S.W.I8
Telepbene: VAN 3602
(Opposite Wandsworth Town Station)
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Books
&the
Arts
THEATRE NOTES

Clark. and
Soyinka at
the Commonwealth
Arts Festival
l

CAN ONLY MAKE a guess at Nigeria's
reasons for preferring John P'epper Clark's
dramatic work to that of Wole Soyinka
as an official entry for the Commonwealth
Arts Festival. My guess - excluding possibilities of regional politics - is that the
officials considered Clark's work to be more
representative of indigenous culture than
Soyinka's. Fortunately Stage Sixty gave us
the chance to see ~oyinka's play The
Road, as an unofficial forerunner of the
festival. The Road is in my opinion as indigenous as Clark's two playlets, Song of
a Goat and The Masquerade; the difference
being that while Soyinka is a modern
playwright, Clark can only be said to be
traditional. Clark has also taken this traditionalism too far: picturesque speech, endless metaphors, Greek choruses and cumbersome· conventions.
I

THE ROAD, like some other modern plays
- especially Pinter's - left me lindecided
about its meaning. Is the road of Nigeria's
lorry and mammy-wagon drivers actual or
symbolic? Is Kotonu simply afraid of going
out on the road again in the passenger
truck he drives - as his tout and childhood
friend Samson vainly urges him to do - or
is it life he is afraid of? Is Kotonu's " morbid" decision to deal in spare parts stolen
from crashed lorries in his retirement caused by his own accident - in fact symbolic of a death wish? And Professor:
is he simply a forger of driving licences and
the master-mind of the denizens who hang
around the shack that is the play's set; or
is he a god of the underworld following lUs
expulsion from the Christian church across
the street where he was an admired layreader?
Whatever level The Road is appreciated
on, it is an engrossing and enjoyable play
well acted by a cast of West Africans, West
Indians and a South African. It is peopled
by fully drawn characters who range from

the farcical and lyrical to the brash and
mysterious. My only criticism is that the
play is too long and the time sequences
make it even more difficult to follow its
development. Soyinka, who is also a poet
among other talents, has written beautiful
prose and blank verse; but even this can
become superficial. Soyinka tells his story
partly in flash-backs which come across
with dramatic force but at times made their
point a bit late in the story
ON THE OTHER HAND Song of a Goat
might have been better if its action had
been compressed, perhaps with verbal flashbacks replacing some of the scenes. Clark's
story is simple and very Greek in its incest-adultery relationships. It is also not
convincing, but perhaps this is largely a
fault of the director's. There is not enough
apparent development of the characters'
attitudes. In the first scene - which could
have been mentioned in a few lines in a
compressed version - Clark goes to great
lengths to establish that the fisherman Zifa
is impotent and his wife Ebiere sexually
frustrated; 'but they 'both react violently to
the medicineman's suggestion that Zifa's
younger brother should assume conjugal responsibilities. It comes as a surprise then
when Ebiere seduces the younger brother
in a scene which by its direction looks more
like rape. And that Zifa should onlly find
out towards the end of his wife's pregnancy
that he has been cuckolded is unconvincing
when all the family lives so closely together.
Perhaps Clark wrote this as a radio play,
which it reminds me of with its many
short scenes. The conclusion of the play,
as The Masquerade, is evocative of Greek
tragedy with the protagonists committing
suicide or presumably dying by the hand
of God.
The element of Greek drama is apparent
even earlier, with the family's neighbours,
supplying a chorus by way of gossip which
fills in the background. This Greek chorus
is even more formalised in the sequal,
The Masquerade: three fishermen - one
of them delightfully acted - three elders
and three white-clad women. Tufa is ,the
son of the adulterous relationship in Song
of a Goat - but he does not know this
until he hears it from the village of the
girl he is betrothed to. Her father breaks
off th'e engagement when he learns these
facts, but his spoilt and headstrong daughter runs off with her beloveCl. And is shot
dead by her father.
I am not very clear about the development after this point because the diction of
the Eastern Nigerian actors created difficulties; but after the shooting the father goes
into a trance, and his wife insane. And
while in this trance the father also shoots
Tufa in what seemed to me like an accident - again possibly the fault of the
direction or acting. Tufa falls down and
makes a lengthy death-floor speech during
which he is gradually weakening; but then
he staggers to his feet holding on to what
seems like an ordinary flesh-wound to,
presumably, expire off-stage...

I·A.M.
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A message
for Afrl kaners
8

Collingwood August

The Afrikaner's Interpretation of South African
History by F. A. van Jaarsveld (Simondium
Publishers, Cape Town)
THE IMMEDIATE REACTION to a white South
African who is trying to gain some measure of
political sanity, however minute, is one of encouragement, albeit condescending encouragement. This is the attitude that the blurb with
its "The material presented will lead to a
clearer understanding of the Afrikaner people
and explain why they have pursued a course
that has made them the cynosure of world
attention" induced in me.
'
On reading the book, I found that this is a
collection of essays that need not have been
translated into English; the message is for Afrikaners in whose language they were originally
written. For who, apart from Verwoerd's
Nationalists, does not know that (a) Afrikaners
have falsified South African history for their
own ends (in early 1960, for instance, a Nationalist M.P. was reported as having said some
false nonsense to this effect: "The whites settled only in those areas of South Africa that
were not already occupied by non-whites.");
(b) oppression breeds demagogues; and (c) South
African history will one day have to be " scientificallY" rewritten? Professor van J aarsveld
does not positively make these· statements, but
they are implicit in his writing and one only
need be ·an opponent of white domination, and
not a professional historian, to know this. Hence
the contention that the translation is superfluous.
Physically the book is not attractive. A publisher ought to know that the chief purpose of
a dust jacket (apart from the utilitarian) is to
convey a visual message on the contents of the
book; I kept wondering whether the empty large
brown area of the jacket was meant to symbolise
the barren and opaque political thinking of the
Afrikaner mind. But worst of all, there is no
index.
Also, the book seems to be a literal translation instead of the ideal combination of a literal
and free style. At one notable point the trans;.
lator's mind came to a standstill and he forgot
to translate standpunt.
This, being a collection of essays from the
same pen, has quite 'a number of repetitions
which could have easily been substituted with
cross references. But that would have made the
book smaller than it already is.
THE BOOK CAN BE divided into three parts. First
is the Afrikaner's interpretation of historywhich this article has already dealt with.
Then follows an essay on "Objectivity, Subjectivity, and Relativity in the Writing of History ". Here I felt Professor van J aarsveld had
something really new to tell me, especially as I
am no historian. I particularly liked him where
he said, " ... the true historian has to set aside
his national prejudices, and conceal his personal
inclinations as far as possible ", and again where
he says, " any historian who becomes the exponent of party tenents [sic] usually lapses into a
tendentious or nationalistic narration which is
not the same as a national-historical approach.
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A message
of love

" I wouldn't give two straws for all this rubbish
about' uplift '. It is very easy for a white man
to lower himself to the level of the native. And
for that reason do not allow yourself to believe
that South Africa is a white man's countor. It
is nothing of the sort. It can never be anything
but a black or at least a coloured man's country ".

Jacob Barn

In their different ways all these white
characters exist in relation to their attitude to
the Africans' present and future. Even th~,
apparent exceptions, the Fotheringhays, Who
have mentally never left England, are financially dependent on Alfredson, a coloured tradesman of Aucampstroom. In the comparison of
their attitudes the message of the book is to be
found.

of Turbott W olle's complex beauty
it may sound narrow to pluck out a message.
White South Africa looked for one when the
book came out, as Mr. van der Post's introduction recalls, and was infuriated by its" dirty
face" reflected in it. Did they understand the
A PUBLISHER I WORKED for used to compel me
message? Almost certainly not, since though he
to dine with him expensively in his hotel. His
says some valuable things in his introduction,
company was compensated for by the anecdotes
he would tell about politicians he had known Mr. van der Post does not seem to have underon his way up the ladder. These had a common stood it himself.
His comment on the Eurafrica theme is
theme, the baseness of the Mrikaner, and often
ended with his quoting Roy Cambell's praise of simply that the Mixed Marriages Act has ruled
Plomer "who dared alone to thrash a craven it out. The lesson he sees in Mabel's love for
race And hold a mirror to its dirty face". "A Zachary is about "an ambivalence in the
(Afrikaner) national character ", this capacity
craven race," he would sneer, loudly enough
for the black waiter to hear, but not of course, ' for love in a people who practise hate. Like so
so as to be heard by any Afrikaners at near-by many who write, with goodwill even, about
South Africa, he can see the actions of the
tables.
Africans only as consequent upon the actions of
Though reprehensible, he was an improvement on the sheepfaced Soper, in Turbott the whites. He quotes, as others have done,
W olfe, who said, in the presence of an Afri- Mabel van der Horst's words, "There is no
kaner at his own table, "Man, ... I always native question. It isn't a question. It's an
say when you look at a Dutchman you look at answer", but only to congratulate Plomer on
a liar and a thief." But only an improvement allowing the black people to "take their place
as individual human beings beside the white
in his new respect for the Afrikaners he formerly
persons in the story". With insight, he points
despised, though it does not go much further
than insulting "the Dutchman" behind his out that forty years ago, this was" a pioneering
achievement of courage and originality as great
back rather than to his face.
Both were equally unaware that their taunts as any in our history ".
But this insight is limited. Plomer's achievewere really against themselves. Plomer showed
English-speaking South Africa to itself in ment was not in placing his African characters
beside the whites, for he never did so. Caleb,
Turbott Wolle forty years ago. The Afrikaners
are never more than background figures, a foil Zachary, Nhliziyombi are, in fact, all seen at
to the English. Soper's hideous story of the a distance through Wolfe's detached, superior
gaze. Wisely Plomer did not attempt either an
castration of J acop, African lover of an Afrikaner girl, shows his kind to be not only liars African or an Afrikaner character (Mabel van
and thieves but murderers as well. The corrup- der Horst can hardly count as one). It is
tion and spiritual mutilation that Africa has through the "craven race" of English South
inflicted on its invaders is shown with brutal Africans that the action progresses and the
clarity in Soper's account of the affair: not message is conveyed.
It is they who make plain the important truth
only does he come to the aid of the Afrikaner,
Romaine, when J acop is to be dealt with, he that Turbott W olle contains: that in the unfolding story of South Africa the real protagactually boasts of it to Turbott Wolfe.
onists are the Africans. They are ruled by the
invaders, but somehow even in submission it is
they who call the tune, affecting the ways of
their rulers, shaping the destiny of both black
and white.
Turbott Wolle is about the
" answer" to white rule, not that "native
TO PLOMER AT NINETEEN the situation was an
intolerable one but not insoluble. An" obscene question" which the whites customarily saw
civilisation" had invaded "the old wonderful themselves as trying to solve.
So great was Plomer's achievement that even
unknown African life, outside history, outside
time, outside science". It was too late for the today Mr. van der Post and the bulk of white
invaders to be pushed back: they must be people have not consciously taken its full measure. Subconsciously, perhaps, they seem to
absorbed. The Young Africa movement proclaims miscegenation as the salvation of South have learned that Africa controls them, not they
Africa, and two of its members, Mabel van der Mrica. Today white-supremacist South Africans exult in the fifty years· they claim their
Horst and Zachary Msomi, themselves marry.
Mabel van der Horst is in love with Zachary. power will last. They threaten too that if they
Noble and beautiful, she suddenly seems to fall they will bring their African, adversary
down with them. Turbott Wolle fortold the
Turbott Wolfe to be " the goddess of the future,
end of white rule at a time when this was ungoing out to suffer ... Her name ... Eurafrica ".
Even the Afrikaner girl tells Jacop's murderers thinkable. The book showed that such an end
that she loved him-provoking Soper's comment was inevitable and right. It also brought with it
"these Dutch girls you know---colour's nothing a message of love, which is the sort of force
needed to save South Africa when its time
to them".
Old Frank D'Elvadere, one of the central comes. For this reason, frail though its power
characters in the book, balancing the extremes is, in addition to its recognition as a novel of
of good and evil in Mabel van der Horst on rare quality and a seminal one in South African
the one hand, and Soper, Bloodfield, Flesher English writing, its reissue is greatly to be
welcomed.
•
'and their kind on the other, puts it crudely:
IN A NOVEL

He looks for glory 'and inspiration and idolises
great figures from the past, it being his intention to add strength to the present position of
his people, to gain comforting assurances for the
future and material with which to castigate
opponents. He looks back with feelings of piety
and affection but without the necessary critical
faculty. Professor van J aarsveld has a perfect
example of this to hand from the Afrikaner
historian Gustav Preller who did so much to
deify the Voortrekker leaders: "It is not the
unsavoury, the bad, the criminal or the vile in
people's acts of commission and omission that
makes others 'happier." (Preller wrote) "I have
simply left aside those things th'at ought not be
published ... to my mind we are under no
obligation to give such unpleasant details as
would be detrimental to our own people ...
No ... I am attached to historical truth but
may the hand that types these words rather
wither than that I should go out of my way
to abuse a fellow Afrikaner in history ..• we
are too much of a family; we know one another
too well."
Interpretation and Trends in
South African Historical Writing" the author
acknowledges De Kiewiet as, "Perhaps the
brightest star to glow in the firmament of South
African historiography... [who] ... finds that
the relationship between black and white is the
most important aspect of South African history " ... He quotes De Kiewiet's words :
"The greatest social and economic fact in the
history of the country is not gold nor diamond
mining nor even agriculture, but the universal
dependence upon black labour".
Unfortunately, Van Jaarsveld fails to follow
De Kiewiet's precept all the way; for in the
last section, which deals with the teaching of
history in schools, he says, "Under the Nazi
regime the Germans misused the history of
their country for propaganda purposes. After
the war the old textbooks were discarded and
had to be replaced by new ones.... In 1950,
the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutscher Lehrerverbiinde, in collaboration with the Verband der
Geschichtslehrer Deutschlands, established contacts with similar bodies in France with a view
to an investigation of certain points of difference in approach... Incidentally, if these
ideas were applied in South Africa, it would
mean that Afrikaans history books would be
subjected to a prior' vetting' by English-speaking South Africans and vice-versa. .. Perhaps
this idea merits our attention". What then is
the point of asking us a few pages later to " ...
begin by considering the fact that South Africa
is a multiracial [my emphasis] community,
with several different language or cultural
groups ... all members of the same homeland "?
But what I found impossible to forgive is
the fact that Van Jaarsveld is so magnanimously forgiving. "The Zulus of today", he writes,
"are guiltless of the evil perpetrated by their
forbears on English- and Afrikaans-speaking
Europeans". But he does not say what this
" evil" is.
However, carry on Professor van J aarsveld;
•
we may yet turn you into an African.
IN THE ESSAY ON "

Turbott W oile by William Plomer, with an
introduction by Laurens van der Post (Hogarth
Press 21s.).
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Unmasking
Perversion

Leonard Bloom

Racial and Cultural Minorities: An analysis of
Prejudice and Discrimination, by G. E. Simpson, and J. M. Yinger (Harper and Row,
New York and London £3 6s.)
THE PERVERSION OF RACIALISM is on the way
out. In a generation from now the squalid
immoraUtY of Apartheid and 'Similar nonsense
will be as extinct as the Brontosaurus.
There are many reasons for the growing
shabbiness of Racialism. A main one is the
determined struggle of those discriminated
against. Mricans, American Negroes, Jews and
a multitude of minority-groups are fighting
back. It is ,becoming clear, even to thick-headed
politicians, that this increasingly-erowded world
cannot afford the waste and disruption of
racialism. and discrimination. Yet another
reason is the steady flow of calm and dispassionate studies of Racialism that unmask it
for the fraud that it is behind the often-impressive oseudo-scientific mask that it sometimes
adopts. It is a pity that this magazine did
not offer this book to Dr. Verwoerd to review.
He was once a professional social scientist.
Even he might be compelled to question his
world of myth and mischief, fear and fantasy
that is the world of those living in a racialist
society.
The book is divided into three parts : PART
ONE considers the causes and consequences of

The Common
Heritage
Mut~mba

Mainga

Oral Tradition: A study in Historical Methodology by J an Vansina (Routledge, Kegan Paul)
The African Past: Chronicles from antiquity
to modern times by Basil Davidson (Longmans)
book which should be
recommended as a textbook to all scholars doing
research into the past of non-literary societies,
particularly in Africa, for it is on African
Oral Tradition that the work is mainly based.
With a great mastery of his subject and experience based on years of research Vansina acquaints the scholar with the specific characteristics of Oral Tradition, and at length examines
the reliability and trustworthiness of Oral
Tradition for reconstructing the historical past
of a people.
Vansina works out rules which he considers
to be of general validity in determining how
HERE IS A TECHNICAL

prejudice and discrimination. PART TWO analyses
the various patterns of discrimination in
societies, the economic position of minority
groups, the legal and political system and minorities, family patterns, intennarriage, 'religion,
education and culture, and minorities and art.
PART THREE discusses how prejudice and discrimination can be reduced, both by changing
individuals and their societies, and by shifting
values towards a more democratic way of life.
THE AUTHORS MAKE IT CLEAR that "goodwill
and a high interest are no longer sufficient to
understand the complicated problems of 'race
relations'," and that "the vocabulary of praise
and blame is inappropriate." The authors use
the methods of psychology, anthropology and
sociology to demonstrate what is accepted as
valid in the notion of "race," and what is
myth. They conclude that there is no scientific
foundation to believe in superior 'races,' even
if we could be certain what this grading implies,
and they show that all human groups share the
same basic talents and temperaments, needs and
desires, No ' race' has any monopoly of wisdom
or folly, energy or sloth, imagination or dullness.
Dr. Verwo:rd's and Dr. Eiselen's belief that
Mricans are "a different type" of person from
Non-Africans, is as much rubbish scientifically
a~ Hitler's statement that mankind can be divided into "Founders, Maintainers, and Destroyers of culture."

much worth to attach to Oral Tradition. These
rules are not imposed but come out as a result
of a careful study of what is involved. He
draws the scholar's attention for example, to
the importance of the infonnant in determining
the nature of testimony; the nature of transmission of traditions in detennining how much
of the original testimony is preserved; and also
the importance of watching out for the characteristic features of every testimony.
Vansina devotes a section of his work to summing up and examining rules laid down and
followed by his predecessors as well as contemporaries in the field. This is done mainly with
a view to justifying his own stand, but at the
same time enriches the scholar with the historical knowledge of the use and study of Oral
Tradition. He points out that despite studies no
attempt has been made before him to apply
the methods of 'historical criticism to the oral
sources in a manner that would neable a more
rational assessment to be made both of the actual
nature of these sources, and of their comparative reliability.
The book is simply written widlout them impairing its scholarly quantities.
IN HIS NEW BOOK, Basil Davidson opens new
fields for research work, and especially for the
research worker who wants to be a pioneer in
his own special field, be it the African scholar
who wants to explore his own past so far unknown to the world, or the western scholar who

The book studies at length the personality
functions of prejudice and discrimination, and
supports the view that some people are emotionally disturbed and are ready to escape their
frustration, fears and uncertainties by aggression and prejudice. But perhaps more often
prejudice and discrimination is the result of
group fears and anxieties, group conflict and the
accidents of history. In a country like South
Africa it may paradoxically be the odd-man-out
who is not prejudiced, and the man who tamely
conforms to a country's prejudiced values is
, norma!'!
The book demonstrates how the personalities
of "'both minority and majority groups are
affected by prejudice and discrimination. James
Baldwin writes to the American Negro:
" You were born into a society which spelled
out with brutal clarity . . . that you were a
wortltless human being." Groups come to see
the other in terms of a caricature: the oppressor and the oppressed live in worlds in which
,personality is distorted: avoidance, aggression or
supine acceptance; fear, frustration and anger.
And the dominant group may devote much of
its emotional energies to combating its unconscious collective guilt.
AND ART" is perhaps the most
interesting chapter in the book, 'and its exhaustive analysis of the artistic achievement of
Negroes in the U.S.A. and of the Jewish theme
in Art produced 'by Jews shows how minorities
in their struggle to protest their disabilities
usua'lly are drawn-in to protesting wider social
disabilities. Poverty, unemployment, slums,
prejudice, injustice . . . affect all members of
a society, and it may one day be recognised
that the struggle of the American Negro as of
the Mrican is the spearhead of a renewed war
against authoritarianism and for democracy.
Can a prejudiced person or a prejudiced
society 'be changed? The answers is yes. It is
possible to change goals, to reduce tensions, to
increase contact, to improve education, to change
the social atmosphere. Prejudice is learned, and
what is learned can be unlearned. There is no
reason to suppose that the energy and skill that
man devotes to destruction cannot be devoted
to solving his soical problems in a reasonable
and peaceful manner. Simpson and Yinger's
excellent book, comprehensive, insightful and
well-organised, is a considerable contribution
to making solutions possible.
•
"'"MINORITIES

is fed up with merely producing "a new interpretation" on subjects well explored already.
By offering an outline guide to the mainly unused material of Africa, Basil Davidson assists
and urges the scholar into the study of the
Mrican past.
In its approach the book is not very different
from B'asil Davidson's other major works on
Mrica, be it when he is writing on the historical
past as ,in Old Africa Rediscovered, or Black
Mother, or when he writes on contemporary
Africa as in Which Way Africa? Basil Davidson looks on Mrica as one unit whose people
have a conunon heritage. The result of this
is a series of general works covering the whole
continent and trying to tell its story as coherently and as continuously as possible. This inevitably leads to generalisations of different
types whereby the better-known regions are
dealt with at the expense of the lesser known
regions. The introduction to The African Past
as well as the selection of documents which
follow after it illustrate this point. However
it might be too early to talk of specialisation
in Mrica just yet! And before we begin to
specialise we have to acquaint ourselves with the
general picture against which the regional developments take place. Here lies Basil Davidson's
great contribution!
The records collected in this book by different
authors in different walks of life with varied
experiences, combine to make T he African Past
a very interesting book.
•

-----------
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Attne
'Ots,ego
County Fair
,

D. E. STEWARD

"

. . .

.

'.

.

"

the fulminating
old 'abolitionist who,' spent his', life' .c1805~
1879) railing against slavery, in the Ameri':'
can South, wrote in The" Liberator, his
abolitionist journal:
WILLlAM LLOYD GARRISON,

Nothing cail' take precedence 0'£ the question of liberty.' No interest' is so momentous
as that which 'involves " the life of the soul;"
no' object so' glorious as the restoration of 'a
'man to himself.
'
'
,
'
'"

I- 'deci~ed 'to' ,try to, pnd if ,this concern

for "the life' of the soul " was still around
in America,- and more specifically to 'see if
its penumbral glow touches as far as South
Africa in the American' consciousness.
, 'A coun~y fair in' the .bucolic dairyl~nds
of New York State was my opinion laboratory, quite a good and representative place
~o try t9' find out how Americans are liable
to react when they' wake 'up some morning
to find South Mrica as the, ,world~s' number
one international crisis. Generally ,the resul~s were as' suprising as Il?-any of the
'
people with whom'l talked.
As I wandered ,thrQugh the' lanes of
exhibits and ,into the stock barns I accosted
every alert face I passed. S'o my sampling
was not completely random but neither was
it loaded, since the dusty site of a county
fair is far from either city or university
and so is not the sqrt of place to ,look Jor
concen,trated internationalism in America.
, :A pleasant afternoon at the Ots~go',Coun
ty Fair, is' simply'A'merica at its most basic
level, neither' d'ynamic nor well informed,
but ,quit~ a reasonable place -to look for anything. I even found three people who
actually have been' or are about to go to
Africa. ' And' o,hly" one' personrerused to
answer my' qQestions, a, Protestant' minister
whose chin wavered when I first mentioned
the phrase" civil rights."

I interviewed six ques~
rions and' allowed them to talk on' as much
as they would" on' each; Questions one, two
and three led them up, to the fourth question which' was: '~Should the United States
do all it, can to guarantee human rights
for all people everywh,ere?" Then I asked,
"What do you know about ,South ,Africa?"
Most said they ,knew ,nothing. Then I 'went
I A~KED EVERYONE

D. E. S T E WAR D, an
journali~t, has: :travelled

American former
in many,,'parts of
, ,Europe and, Africa and, ha$ recently, com~
pleted a novel set in- South 'Africa.

on to tell them, :something like; ,," South
Africa' is: a cou~,try; wher~ ~nly one ,out of
five people ,is white.' ',Thewh~tes 'completely dominate Jhe' rest ,of the population.
Only the whites have any rights.'" My
sixth an,:!' final, qu~~t~on,' d~alt ~ith the
United ,States anq South Africa directly.
It would' be the most absurd foJly to
suggest that the results of my experiment
reveal the 'future direction 'of United States
pollc'y - tow~rd ,South Africa,' yet ,still
America is a, place 'where public opinion
is the politician's whitest sacred cow, and
where even in', 'the halls of the :State' Department, 'and more re'specially' on "the banks
of the Pedernales, that cow's ,shaaow is
always, omnipresent. Whatever may be deduced froni them, the things" ,these,. fe~
p,eople at the Otsego C,o,~nty Fair had to
say about ,liberty and "the life of the
soul" go into the mix with all the,: other
question' marks, imponderables'and the few
apparent inevitabilities which loom" ;in the
"..' ,
future of South Africa.Other 'than' the 'militant 'racist, of which
there may very well have been none in
this small Northern crowd, Americans fall
into two groups when they think about
'race. They may be like the young man
who immediately informed me that he wa~
a ornell Unive,rsity graduate' arid now in
~, sales" with Humble' Oil. When I asked
him my third question (" should Negroes
have full, political, social, and 'economic
rights ,in ;,this country? "), he answered,
" They, should but it will always be equal
but 'separate. It' will always be that way."
Or, they may ,be like, the .patently liberal
housewife from"the New York suburbs later who interrupted our conversation re~
peatedly to ask me for .the names of books
on Africa - who answ,ered, question number three, witll an e,mphatic' "yes" arid
added" "and of course I mean miscegenation too." ,
I

of racial problems in America is already plotted; racism
with the sanctions and supports of: society
behind it is already it closed book here.
So there could be nothing very surprising
about any' of the answers I got to my
third question. What, was encouraging was
that a. great many pepple, many more than
half of those I talked with, felt that America has' some 'sort of' duty to "guarantee
BUT THE FUTURE DIRECTION

human rights for all peopleeverywherel'
my' fourth "que:stion>
" ". ", ;'
"
, A retired steel wOrker from J~enn,sYlva,Q.ia
answered this fourth question with' a' loud',
"absolutely," pounding his fist on his
thigh. A' ca~d~d ~oli!ician, ,~he .Sta~e ~~
.semblyman r~present1ng' the 'dl~,~t~lct ,m
the State Capitol in Albany, a Repub)ican,
answered ,a simple,'~"sure." ,A:young man
'who, will be' teaching' for the Peace" (Jorps
in Uganda' before ,the y.ear :is "out.' said "-"p£
course/' ,Amagistrate~s ,wIfe JroP1' ,New
J~rsey? "~ho told me her ,only ~~ig concern
wa~f:" air:' ~polltition; ", 'artsw~red .a", fla-~, un~
equivocal' ,", yes.;' A 'local ,cheese~.plaqt, w()r~~
er ,in his: forties·' states" '~People;',' 'shoUld
have rights; 'we must help them if we can}',',
The few negative replies to tpe fourth
question were'", typified by'" the fat you~g
man from' -Long Island (a,New':,York,sub,urb) with a baby ·in ,his arms· who said,
" that's ticklish ;, (nearly everything :see1J1eo
to be a "ticklish''''questi'on :to him)" and
by the expansive Negro' civil servant.wbo
works in New York's City' H-al1; who' said
we should, "clean up our' own' back' yard
first."
The only people who knew anything at
all about South Africa were a man in a
baseball cap who said he was in " purchasing" for Socony -Vacuum Oil :C01l1pany,
and a middle-aged woman' physician, lean
and aristocratic in her Bermuda shorts.
The man in the baseball .. cap said ,he
travelled "everywhere" with his job and
that" less than a year ago" he had been in
" Johannesburg, Durban and oh yes, Cape
Town" for a very few days. But apparently he had been there long enou'gh to
have become attuned to the hear no evil,
see ,no evil, ,speak, no, evil ,me~t~lity which
is necessary in order to" survive,: in the Republic. He, -would, say' nothing ~ore, at all
about South, Africa. '
. '
But the woman doctor was refreshingly
16quac~ous as 'she. cll:atted on" abol;it her
re.cent trip to visit 'her brot4~r,who, is ,the
United States Ambassador' to the Congo.
From ,Leopoldville she :had travelled to
Kivu aIJd" Katang~ and sll:~ had' ,ma~y::in~
telligent observations,' about her ,trip. She'
was also fully aware of the implications ~f
South Africa and assured me that she had
"read Paton." Her young daugh~et and '3:
niece were st~nding ,nearby ;\\'itlJ. a French
girl of the same age, ,who was· vis.i,iing them,
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for the summer. Through our conversation
the doctor spoke to the French girl in
occasional asides of perfect French. As· I
said goodbye to all of them, the other two
girls both assured me that they had also
" read Paton " in school.
The· young man who will soon teach
in Uganda had just graduated in " history,"
but he knew virtually nothing about South
Africa. He assured me that he would
probably learn something about it during
his Peace Corps training period.
TO ALL THESE PEOPLE and many ·more I
addressed my final question: "Do you.
think our government should do everything
it· can to help change the situation in South
Africa?"
Most answered yes, short of military intervention. Many qualified: their' answer by
saying we should act:· only' through the
United ·Nations. And virtually all had· some'
parallel':cqmment on Vietnam; at this' point,
such as the Negro civil·servant who said
that we' .had to be careful with such' things.'
becau~e ":we are 'losing- now in Vietnam'
because :we've' over-e.xtended .ourselves.'~
Only one,.·~the magistrate~s wife," mentioned
the!. possibi1ity'~ of. a" future' 'South African
crisis ,having direet .implications in the_ Cold
War: Most,'iike. the State As~emblyman,
thought·. {)f·the .question in what he describes
as ". altruistic: terms;" and. 'said that 'of
course it would have to depend on what the
situation .was when it~developed. Only one,.
the retired steel worker, said· that we- should
do something 'about .South Africa imme- .
diately. Over and over again he said,
" There's just too. much trampling on other
people in this world, and we .have to stop
it, just too much trampling- ... "
Only two people interviewed gave a Hat
no to the last question. One, a pleasant
dyed blonde' with four young children in
tow who had "lived in .T.exas;" said,
"People in this country need help first, in
Kentucky for example ... " The other, a
middle-aged "machine operator" with a
very Polish face and frizzed hair, said she
"wouldn't interfere."
. Perhaps the most typical answer to this
question of .whether America should try to
help the disenfranchised in South Africa
came from· the mild, polite cheese plant
worker. This lean countryman thought for
a few seconds when I asked the question
and then responded with a· simple, " Yes."
IF THE:. UNITED STATES CONGRESS were to
sit at the Otsego County Fair when the
inequities in South Africa become frontpage news here, there is not much doubt
that· it would move to act on the side of
amelioration, probably through the agen-.
cies of the United Nations. This, at least,
.'
is a hopeful omen for the future.·
Ironically I realised after my long. afternoon of interviews that nearly every fragment of con.versation had. been carried on
in terms like "freedom" and ". human
rights" which most· South' Africans do not
even dare" admit >to their vocabularies~'
Liberty. and .'~ the life' of the soul ,~. have
aJong way to go.
.
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means adopted. The Danish Anti-Apartheid Committee have already issued a statement calling for money for the purchase of
arms for South Africa's liberatory struggle.

assessing'
the Boycott"

Under the circumstances prevailing in the West what do
you think can be done?

BUNSEE:

Firstly the anti-racialist and democrat must squash the
idea, once and for all, that the liberatory organisations of the Black
people of South Africa are out to destroy the entire white population, or drive them into the sea, in the course of an armed struggle.
Some people in trying to blackmail the West into applying economic sanctions present our struggle as an alternative between equal
rights for the oppressed and doom for the white man. This is just
not so. To perpetuate this line, however well meaning, is to agree
with Verwoerd that he is fighting for the very survival of the white
nation.
There is another very important point. Observers in the West
agree that across a broad strata of the white people in the West,
there is to be found a residue of racialism, a hangover from colonial days. Because of the danger that this can lead to sympathy with
the white man against the black man's democratic struggle, a sensible analysis of the South African situation must be constantly
presented to forestall this. By sensible I mean that the struggle in
South Africa must be presented as a struggle of the rich against
the poor, the dispossessed against the usurpers, and not at any time
as a racial war. During the time of the Congo crisis the Western
imperialists saw fit at one stage to manufacture scare stories of
white people being held as hostages. Here vested interests were
deliberately stirring up racialism. This could happen with the
South African situation, and we must prepare against this now. ,
DESAI:

The New Africanls
plea is discussed by,
BARNEY DESAI
New African questioned the continued use of the boycott weapon against the South African regime. The whole question
of techniques of struggle against racial·domination in South Africa
is being urgently canvassed among representatives and members of
liberatory organisations, at home and in exile. In the course of this
discussion, much controversy has been stirred up by reports of press
conferences held in. Scandinavia by Mr. Barney Desai, President
esse Mr. Desai
of the South African Coloure
'
discussed his views. in an intervi
with T heaL
can, repre
sented by Mr. Bennle Bunsee.
University of KwaZulu-Nat8l.
Pietermaritzburg
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Mr. Desai, what did Jl'lii6-lilalil&.~~~~~umw;",;Il
the August issue of The New African?

BUNSEE:

DESAI: I am happy that The N~w, African has taken the lead in
raising the question of new foms of international action against
South Africa, particularly in view of the' massive obstruction o~
vested interests to any form of sanctions through the United
Nations. We also have to accept the inability of solidarity movements outside South Africa to mount an effective consumer boycott. And it is not so much re~lly a question of a new approach
as it is of a re-statement emphasising what liberation movements
in South Africa have committed themselves to, namely an armed
revolution. To the most casual observer of the South African political scene it is apparent that it is only a matter of time before the
climax of civil war is reached. The duty of anti-racialists, it
would seem to me, would be to make the people, especially in the
European countries and America, realise that the oppressed people
in South Africa have a historical right to wage struggle by whatever means are available. Western, indeed, World, history records
armed clashes between feudal lords, tyrannical kings, fascist dictators and the people. South Africa is no exception.
BUNSEE : You have been accused of overstating your case in your
Scandinavian press conferences. Do you think this is a fair accusation?

No. Most certainly not. I tried-I believe successfullyto prepare public opinion in Scandinavia to face the objective
realities confronting my people. We have seen the reactions of
informed Western opinion to the Congo crisis. We have seen how
the leaders of the Congo and the Congolese people were portrayed
as barbarians, totally incapable of running an ordered State. Who
can forget how Western news agencies were pouring out stories of
the rape of nuns, massacres of white children, shooting of priests,
etc., etc. I firmly believe that the South African propaganda
apparatus will not refrain from portraying the oppressed in our
country in the same way. The people of Scandinavia-whom I
must commend for their sincerity-wholly appreciated this point.
Only last week I received news that the Stockholm Committee on
South Africa, led by the Rev. Gunnar Helander, had declared that
they would support a revolution in South Mrica irrespective of the

DESAI:

We have discussed external requirements. What do you
think can be done to prepare the people of South Africa-both
black and white-for this next phase of the struggle?

BUNSEE :

This is a matter that primarily concerns those organisations
that have made a commitment to armed struggle. My organisation has not and therefore I cannot answer this question. I would,
'however, as regards the outside world, caution those who believe
that whites in South Africa can be converted by anti-apartheid
literature being sent to them. People do not give up their privileges because somebody reads them a sermon.
DESAI:

What do you think that intellectuals can do, through
media like The New African to further the cause facing the world
with this new certainty of violence in South Africa?

BUNSEE:

The intellectuals must open their minds to the world now.
For far too long the question of violence has been discussed behind
closed doors in hushed voices. They must come out now in defence
of a people's right to win its freedom by whatever means it thinks
best. There is no need to be apologetic about such a situation
either, it must be stated forthrightly. The world must also get a
clear statement from the organisations that have committed them..
selves to armed revolution on the implications of this decision. Is
it to be total war with radical change in mind, or will we have an
ambivalent situation where the freedom fighter has a rifle in one
hand and an olive twig in the other?
DESAI:

Do you favour the formation of a new United Front of
the various South African liberatory organisations?

BUNSEE:

DESAI: This is crucial. Unity is essential. But if it is to be effective in struggle it must not be a loose ad-hoc committee type of
unity. Unity must be based upon principles. Basic objectives
must be clearly outlined-and if agreements are reached a Supreme
Council should be invested with authority to conduct the fight for
freedom. A beginning can be made by clamping down on public
outbursts against leading personnel and leaders, and respecting
the integrity, sincerity and independence of liberatory organisations
operating in the South African milieu.
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